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FORl.:WORD 

This is a preliminary report on t he psychology of destru ctive cultic 

conversions which includes treatment and counseling guidelin es . It i s di

re cted t owar d those who are in creasingly called upon to help th e victim s of 

a widespread proce ss of radical pers onality changes , mental dysf unction s , 

and family sch i sms. 

TI1e report owes it s oTigin t o the clinica l observations made by John G. 

ClaTk , Jr. , M.D. , in his private psychiatric practi ce . Deeply impressed by 

the distress of sco res of fonner cult members and th eir parent s who came to 

him for help, Or. Clark joined in 1978 with Dr. Michael Langone, a psychol 

ogist, to study destructive conversions Ln a more rjgorous and fo rmal way. 

Togethe r, they estab li shed "Studies on Cult Membership and ·r-orced Conver

sion, " a project t h ey conducted at the Mass achusetts General Hospital, 

where Dr. Clark , also an Assistant Clinical Profes so r of Psychiatry at the 

associa t ed llarvard Medical Sdtool , is a Consulting Psychiatrist . 

The aim of the project was 1 o combine a survey of the professional and 

popul ar literature on the subject wjth an analysis of cl i ni cal reports to 

provide some cl earer understanding of the mechanisn~ i nvol ved in destnictive 

conversions , thus pointing the way toward more effective therapy for an ill

under s tood and indeed frequently mis-diagn osed problem . 

In order t o better achi eve this, Drs. Clark and Langone joined in 1979 

with Rev. Roger C.B. Daly, alr eady deeply involved in counsel in g cult vic 

tims and their families , and Dr. R. E. Schecter , an hi stor ian with an inter

est in cul tic organizations, to fonn the Boston Personal Devel opment Insti

tute , a non-pro fit group dedicated t o treat i ng fonner cult members , advising 

their s tricken parents , and consulting with fe ll ow professio nals working in 

the same field. 



Despite this experience, we are deeply impressed by the gaps in our 

understanding of the p.5YChology of destructive converslons and by th e ten

tative qua) ity of the treatrrent guidelines we suggest . Yet we are encouraged 

enough by the therapeutic success wiich these conclusi01s undergird to share 

them with others as ..ie contin ue oor v.0rk. And nuch ~rk still needs to be 

done. 

'Theoretical fonrulations and clinical approaches nust, of coorsc, be 

further developed . But equally :i.mi;x)rtant , human service professionals who 

are ccnfrontcd rrore and rrore frequently by the problen rrust be cducat.Erl to 

recognize and deal with it , whil e the general pililic, the p:>p.1lation at risk, 

rrust be fore,..,amed aboot the saretimes grievc:us results of the destructive 

cult involvenents . 

As pa.rt of oor own effort to rreet this challenge in a canprehensive and 

unified way, we becarre affiliated in the fall of 1980 with the Arrerican Family 

Foundation (AF'F') - well kna.,.,n for its periooical , 'llle Advisor, \-.hich deals 

with cult-relaLed issues . At AFF we aim to provide a natiaial focus for 

theoretical research, the developrent of professional co...mseling expertis e , 

and preventive PJblic education. 

We hope ·that others inter ested in arreliorating the destructive cult 

prcblen will join in t;his effort . And we trust that they will do so in 

the spirit with v.hich ~ have addressed the issue, not as a defense of 

traditicnal psychiatric and al li ed approaches to hunan difficulties , or as an 

attack on religioo and religious beliefs , but in order to help solve and even 

prevent the deve lopt0'ltal problans caused by the groops \-.hose effects so 

concern us . 
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Q-fAPTER ONE 

OVERVIEW OF IBE PROBL8'-1 

I t has become clear in recen t year s that American society i s experiencing 

an epidemi c of rapid and destructive conversions to one or another of a host 

of new religiou s as well as thera peutic and poli ti cal cults . Aithou gh th e 

Jonesto wn tr agedy led initially • to a cert ain public awareness of th e proble m, 

misconceptions about the natur e of the se conversion s and reluctance to in 

vestiga t e what appear s superficially t o be a matter only of intense personal 

belief have impaired the ability of mental health professionals to understand 

and tr eat eff ect i vely the victim s of thi s wi despr ead process . 

Although a few profession al s have discu ssed in print some of the clin

ical aspects of the problem, more detailed analyse s and therape utic guidelines 

are sorely needed. Here, we att~mpt to pr ovi de these. First, we investigate 

the nature and ef fects of destructive convers i ons as seen from the perspective 

of clini cal r esea rch. Secondly, we examine the re l evant professional liter 

ature. Then, we offer a t enta t ive theo retical fonnulation t o explain the 

perso nalit y changes which such conver si on f r equentl y induces. And finally, 

we suggest gui delines for the treatment of both curr ent and fonner cult mem

bers as ~11 as their families - a group usually neglected in such consider 

ations. 

The tenn "cult "_ has certainly acquir ed a pejo r at ive sense in popular 

usage , conjuring up as it does bizarre , extravagant, usual l y secret rituals , 

deviant social practices and theolo gical heresy , al l involvin g people who 

have shunned many of the basic sty l es of the cultural mainstr eam. In fact, 

ones hears this derogatory connotation in earliest recorded Engl ish use of the 

word , where "cult" re fe r s t o the worship of non-Chr ist ian deiti es such as the 

gods of ancient Gre ece and Rome, or when a member of one Christian denomina-
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tion labels disapprovingly with the epithet "cult" the particular beliefs 

and practices of another 01ristian sect . And even though contemporary 

scholars may use the tenn in a value-free way to identify certain religious 

activities in non -Western societie s, "cult" clearly becomes pej~rative when 

used to describe apparently similar kinds of devotion in our <Mn culture. 

This danning usage is of course partly due to a culture-bound indigna

tion felt by many toward beliefs and practices which go beyond the limits of 

acceptibility established by even so tolerant and pluralistic a society as 

ours has become. But the negative connotations of "cult" in America today 

also stem from rapidly accurrulating evidence attesting to the destructive 

effects of many conten:porary cults on both their n:embers and society at 

large. Investigations by local and federal goverrnnent agencies, for exaIJtlle, 

have uncovered i.nm:Jral and S(ll'OOti.mes clearly illegal cult practices including 

censurer fraud, the violation of tax-exeJII)t status, the i.nq,osition of servi-

tud all d b · hi d th · · h f - . 1 2, 20, 21, e, so-c e TalllWas ng, an e vicious arassment o cn tics. ' 

27,37,40,51,56,57,58 

Mental health professionals, moreover, nCM frequently note seriously 

impaired functioning ruoong both current and former cult ~nbers, while hun

dreds of ex-cult meni>ers and their anguished families have condemned the de

ceptive recruitnent and mind-control maintenance practiced by the groups with 

which we are concerned~,lO,l 5, 5z Indeed, the scattered clinical reports now 

available dealing with the serious psychological damage inflicted on follwers 

by some cul ts dovetail with our own findings, as well as with popular percep

tions, to confinn the contention that these groups use uncomnonly powerful 

and dangerous means to achieve a deadening control over many i f not oost 

converts~'S,6,7,18,25,44,46,47,48 

Al though orthodox psychiatric opinion tends to view conversion to de 

structive cults - or to any deviant group - as a function of long-standin g 
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conflicts within the ind i vi dual, our evidence strongly su ggest s t hat the 

symptomatol ogy of a majority of the fo ·nner members whom we have seen is not 

determined principally by patho l ogica l aspect s of their historical person

ali ti es . Rather, these individuals seem to succumb t o pressures brought to 

bear on them within the cult milieu, pressures which can induce radical 

personality changes as eas ily in nonnally developing people as among dis 

turbed ones. Our goal, therefore, is to understand the influence of th e 

cult environmen t as well as th e influ ence of pe rsonal vulnerabiliti es. 

We hasten to add, however, that our argument should not be construed 

as condennring all cults and cult-like organizations as tmhealthy. Different 

groups present different settings - some hannful, some benign, others ·perhaps 

constructive - to potential converts, each of whom in turn presents a unique 

personality - sometimes healthy, sometimes troubled, always more or less 

vulnerable - to the prose l ytizers with whom he comes into contact. We are 

concerned here exclusively with cults which regularly effect drasti c and 

destructive pers onal ity chan ges in many converts . 

Varieties of Destructive Cults 

Although destructive cults produce in converts roughly similar psycho 

logic al changes, each group presents a more or less di f ferent as pect to the 

wider conmuni ty. The International Society for Krishna Consciousness (ISKCON, 

whose manbers are known as Hare Krishna), for example, stems from an Asian 

tradition. ISKCON temples in many American cities provide a focus for both 

full and part-time devotion by berobed and often tonsured adepts, known as 

devotees (acce nt on second syllable), who follow a very strict regim en which 

in c ludes rrruch daily prayer, medi t ati on, chan tin g , scriptura l study, spe cial 

diet, the pub lie solicitation of f unds, and the sal e of food, flowers and 
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religious literature. ISKCON is a great beneficiary as well as an important 

stimulus to this generation's interest in Eastern "ways. 1111 

The Unification Church (OC) could not appear more different from ISKCX)N. 

Founded by Korean industrialist-preacher Sun Myung Moon, a messiah to his 

followers, the UC seems much more of this world and our own culture, devoted 

as it is not simply to providing personal salvation but to remaking American 

life and institutions after a Christian-capitalist and militantly anti

comm.mist image. Members are usually clean -cut young men and women who not 

only spend a great deal of time in prayer and other devotional activities 

but also engage in public sol i citations and sales or in other substantial 

business enterprises under church leadership. The U: is also deeply in

volved in legislative lobbying and propagandizing for the new civil religion 

f .i..~ch · · lf l · d dl,26,33,57,58 o wu.1. 1 t 1s a se -proc a.ime vanguar • . 

ISKCON and the OC ar e ess entially "in-house" groups whose members usually 

live together and earn their subsistence collectively. But there are als o 

a number of "out-of-house" cul tic organizations which regularly produce sim

ilarly destructive changes in converts even though meniJers gener all y maint ain 

their separate residences and employments. Prominent aroong these out-of

house groups is the Olurch of Scientology, whose founder, L. Ran Hubbard, 

has developed the pseudo-sci ence of Dianetics, a system profoundly influenced 

by science fiction concepts, through which initiates are supposed to progress 

£ran the more or les s troubled psychological states which they brought to 

the group to a status which so transcends their former difficulties that 

they join a new order of beings. 

Like other prominent cult i c groups, the Church of Scientology has become 

quite weal thy through investroonts, although its initial income stems not from 

the itinerant solicitation of the public but from progressivel y greater pay-
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1nents - often reachi ng many thousands of dol l ars - made by :initiates for 

developmental courses. And Sciento l ogy also benefi t s, lik e the othe r s , from 

subs tantial contributions in cash and kind from the personal res ources of 

its mernbers:• 10•38•54 

Quit e apart from ISKCON, the UC, and Scientology, a host of other cults 

competes for converts in the spi r itua l ''marketplace." Some are ephemeral, 

consisting only of a handful of adepts fol l owing the vision of a compellin g 

would- be prophet in one or another corner of Aroorica. Others are longer

lived organizations which hav e created regional, national, and even inter

national networks sustained by systematic recruitment, large revenue-gener

ating enterprises, and roodern management techniques. Among the most prani 

nent with which we have dealt, primarily through fo11I¥:?r members, are The Way 

International, the Divine Light Mission, the Children of God, and the Church 

of Bible Understanding~• 17•19142•50 

Similarities annng Destructive Cults 

Despit e their di ffe renc es , the major cult organizations share certain 

fundaJoontal traits which help to explain their initial appeal to and subse

quent control over ccnverts. Each offers to perspective JJl€S100rs the oppor

tunity to join an ' apparently loving, family-like conm.mity of believers in 

which the individual can gain spiri tua1 fulfillioont whil e leavin g behind 

the problems, anxieties, and tmcertainties of his fonoor life. 

In promising this, destructive cul ts are not oo1ike many among the 

legion of popular therapies and tmorthodox disciplines to which millions of 

Americans have turned for help in recent years. And in many ways, of course, 

they mirror the promise, sometimes fulf i lied by more traditional American 

religions , which also shar e in the current evangeli ca l reviv a l. But th e 
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characteristically totalitarian corporate stn.icture of the destructive groups 

which concern us, as well as the unconscionable degree to which they use ma

nipulative techniques of conversion and maintenance, clearly distinguish 

them from helpful or relatively benign . soluti ons. to private and public 

problems. 

Destructive cult leaders have, as a result of their evangelism, usually 

becoroo weal thy men or women whom their followers have invested with tmique, 

even God-like powers. They espouse and enforce beliefs and practices which 

converts hold to be absolutely true and vital to salvation while at the same 

time encouraging a rabid intolerance of other belief systems and of outsiders 

who do not share the same vision. The typical result among converts is a 

paranoid view of the non -cult world and an intrigue-laden, guarded, and ma

nipulative interaction with it. 

Consistent with the siege outlook which they foster, such groups are 

strictly governed by a well-defined hierarchy through which members direct 

unquestioning obedience to a leader whose directi ves are often seen to be 

above secular law . The appearance within the group of proscribed thoughts 

and actions calls up harsh sanctions. Individuality is unifonnly suppressed 

in the interest of collective solidarity and in order to achieve the spirit

ual and material goals set by the leadership. Each personality is made to 

fit a fonn which reflects the ideal inherent in the group 1 s ideology. Idio

syncratic intimacy between menbers, and especially contacts with non-roornbers , 

are usually restricted and tightly controlled, with the result that there is, 

typically, a curious lack of depth even to admi. ttedly wann relations developed 

within the group. 
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The Conversion Proces s 

In order to achieve such dramatic r esul t s , most cul t groups have deve l 

oped ess ent i al ly s imilar - and very clearly compelling - convers i on tech 

niques for exploiting th e vulnerabilitie s of pot ential converts. They under

stand well. f irst of all, that conver t s ar e most l ikely to be f ol.D1d among 

travelers and others in unf amiliar sur r oundings, among people i n various 

sorts of distress, and especially among y0tmg people who are, what ever their 

£annal attachments, making psychological transit ions to maturity. Thus, 

cult proselytizers frequent bus and train stations, airports, librari es, 

campus meeting spots, r allies, anywhere unattached or otherwise vulnerable 

persons are likely to be passing by or lounging about, as we 11 as hospital s , 

prisons, bars, and other places where individual s are able, even encouraged, 

to feel and express heightened self-concern. Cult recruiters ar e train ed 

to evaluate prospects in these circunstances quickly through observation 

and apparently innocuous conversations to detennine which ones merit further 

attention. 

Enticement 

Once a likely convert is identified, the proselytizer makes a calcu.J.ated 

effort to engage his interest. A Krishna devotee, for example, stops chanting 

with his fellows in front of a larg e public library and starts a conversation 

with a student who has been sitting by the steps looking on, then invites the 

student to read some literature on a new way of life, asks him to dinner tha t 

evening, , and promi s es a sp ecia l kin~ of fellowship there . Or , a youth re cently · 

arrived in town, knaps ack on back and guitar in hand, is approached by two 

Unification Church merrbers who offer her a place to stay until she set tl es 

down, a place where she can, by the way, have a meal , li s t en t o sone good 
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nn.isic, and meet congenial, like-minded peopl e . Similar ly , a Way International 

recnri ter sits down next to a youth at a college chapel and suggests that 

there is a new Bible-study group near campus which offers more satisfact ory 

answers t o spiritual questions than any- found th rough traditiona l churches. 

In yet another mode, a young clerk may be buttonholed by a business -suited 

Scientologist who hands him a lengthy questionnaire, discusses with him the 

possibilities of reso lving the personality pro blems which the answers reveal, 

and invites the prospect to begin a course of counseling calculate d to elimi

nate the difficulties. The variations on this theme of enticeme nt se em i nfi 

nite, al though all are grotmded on the certain chance that at least some 

anx:mg the many contacted will choose to take a first step toward a group 

\lihose nature, and even name, may not yet have been re vealed to them. 

furing such initial contacts, and in early meetings within the cult 

milieu, the proselytizers aim to make the group extremel y attractive to the 

prospect . They touch him deeply with expressions of great concern for his 

well -being, even with professions of love, and by studied attentio n to his 

ideas, interests and hopes . The prospect is usually moved and exhilarat ed. 

by such attention from idealistic people apparen tly like himself who seem to · 

share a meaningful existence and to be solving pers onal problems of develop

ment. He is willing to hear more about the group , to come back for a special 

program, to sign up for an extended course, even to take time off from other 

pursuits to join in fellowship and personal development. 

Conversi on 

So the prospect attends a special function or series of classes. He 

may be puzzled by many of the ideas put forward here , and confused by certain 

practices alien t o his experience or by subtl e alterations in the meanings 

of familia r words, syrrhols, and concepts. Any penetrat ing ques t ions the 
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prospect may voice about all of this are put off with the excuse that every

tlring will become clear in time. Such attempt s to shif t the potential con 

vert' s focus away from skepti cal thought s , when combined as th ey typi cally 

ar e with con t inu ous activity and cult-directed conversation, t end t o sh ort

circuit or slow down the alann :functions which would in les s controlled and 

detennined contexts lead to an evaluation and perhaps a rej ection of th e new 

infonnation. In any case, the prospect is often too errbarrassed to protest 

or disagree for fear of appearing to reject tmreasonably the apparent con

cern for his well -being shown by his cult mentors. 

The newca:ner continues to listen, then, and to join as best he can in 

the variety of activities established by the cult's softening-up process. 

If he is among Scientologists, the prospect may well continue with the early 

stages of "auditing," a series of dialogues between him and a trained prac

titioner aimed ostensibly to define and purge anxious or debilitating thoughts. 

He may also respond positively to appeals by confinned Scientologists to join 

them in other devotional, educational, or social activities heavy with th e 

anbianc e of the cult's style. 

Similarly, newcomers to The Way International or the Unification Olurch 

will engage, even if only conditionally at first, in prayer, songs, discus

sions, and games which characterize the early stages of the conversion sched

ule. Here also, tried cult ~nbers, who have been previously briefed for 

the purpose, attend the prospect constantly, sometimes even to the very door 

of the toilet. They continue during every waking hour of every visit to en

courage the prospect in friendly but finn ways to become an enthusiastic part 

of the cult's special camaraderie. They provide promise, through their open

ness and concern, that with the group the prospect will fin d not only a com

munity devoted to ideals dishonored by the wider society, but re s olution of 
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the difficulties he may be having with his family , friends, lover, school, 

job, indeed with social or psychological adjustJnents of any kind. Impor

tantly, the proselytizers here use information in th ei r discourse with the 

prospect which he himself has already provided about hi s hopes, fears, and 

guilts, to sugges t that the cult alone offers a chance to banish these prob

lems, to transcend them . Conversion, then, is a very personalized process 

tailored by the cult in unl<nawi.ng collusion with the innocent newcomer. 

The conversion stage, highlighted by such intensive, personalized atten 

tion, exaggerates in the prospect old stresses and induces new ones. Prior 

stresses are exacerbated by frequent references to personal problems, while 

other aspects of the curriculum add to this burden even more stress, not only 

psychological, but physical. Marathon lectures, encounter group sessions, 

intense one-on-one discussions, and the like, .maintain fully the prospect's 

attention and greatly tax his energy, which is often further sapped by the 

studied deprivation of adequate rest and nourishment. Even games and singing 

are not respites in the softening -up process. Rather , th ey are further 

opportunities to keep the prospect ' s a ttcntion so fixed, and his energies 

so extended, that he cannot really reflect on or judge the mass of new, cult 

·inspired information, or deal adeqt1ately with the stress and anxiety thus 

. induced. 

So intense is such detennined pressure that at some point - frequently 

in the context of a special ritual or discipline calculated to induce an 

altered state of consciousness - the prospect's attention narr<Ms radically. 

He becomes very suggestible, yields up the tmcomfortable autonany which he 

brought to the cult, and stands ready to accept its ideas more fully and 

uncritically. Such a state of consciousness, brought on because the mind 
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cannot adequately assimilate a mass of new informati on without focusing on 

it alone , may sometimes appear trance- like in its intensity . This focus ed 

state prevents the prospect from fully evaluating th e new ideas in light of 

his prior e:x_-perience. Furthennore, .since these id eas tend t o echo his own 

ideals and hopes, hc,w-ever Lmrealistic they may be, he becomes an uncritical 

receptacle for notions ranging from the wildly idealistic to the apocalyptic. 

It should be noted here that the manipulations of the proselytizers are 

so effective in such cira.nn.stances because the prospect is not essentially 

defensive, as a prisoner of war might be. Rather, he is a guest, even a 

self-defined seeker, who is predisposed to accept many of the promises of 

the cul t's ideology. Depending on the prospect's receptivity, the cult's 

persuasiveness, and the amount of ti.me spent in the cult milieu, conversion 

may be achieved in a day or two or during a long weekend, although it is not 

unusual for the process to talce weeks or months . 

Acculturation 

Conversion can begin in earnest once the prosp ect is in an esp ecially 

receptive state of consciousness . Supported by marathon classes and intens e 

devotional or confessional activities calculated to maintain and strengthen 

the convert's receptivity, the proselytizers attempt to effect a thorough 

ideological refonn. By inducin g the convert to repeatedly espouse and prac

tice the cult's beliefs and san ctioned behavior, they lead him to a full and 

unquestioned adoption of the cult's world view. In ti.me, the cult's way be

comes the convert' s way, and his old world view becomes a distant memory, 

partly forgott en and partly cut off - that is dissociated - from his day - t o

day consciousness. 

One resul t of this reeducation is to polarize the convert's thinkin g , 

to lead him to believe that the cult repr es ents all th at i s good and neces s ary 
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to his needs, and that non-cult associations are hannful, even evil, and 

either to be avoided at alJrost any cost or manipulated to serve the con

vert' s new needs. This simplification, in which the ambiguities of the 

new member's past life fall away, exaggerates prior alie nation from many 

important aspects of the individual's pre-cult existence , and he becomes 

antagonistic toward them. He begins to recoil at the "heretical" beliefs 

about religion and society from which he is disengaging himself, and he 

will practice deception in his dealings with the hostile non-cult world be

cause the sanctified ends justify such means. No longer able to evaluate 

beliefs and perceptions about these associations according to the proven 

comnonsense -criteria which he -£onnerly used, the convert now makes ju dg

rents which tend to confonn to the cult's precepts and vision. 

Parents are often the chief subjects of this polarizing thought reform 

when young people are involved because they provide the strongest link be

tween the youthful convert and his old way of life, a link fraught in any 

case with emotional clifficul ties stemning from the weaning process. But 

rather than sirrq:>ly help the convert to "leave home," as it were, in or der 

to establish a separate yet reasonably healthy existence, the cult provides 

a new family which beco~s the focus for relationships previously sustained 

by kinship links. Parental affection and concern often become for renb er s 

of most cults dern::mic attempts to maintain the corrupting controls respon

sible both for the convert' s problems and for the sad state of the world . 

One group, for example, encourages the transfer of positive thoughts fro m 

the old order to the new by inculcating a distinction between ''biological " 

parents, who bore and raised the convert, and 11true " parents, who turn out 

to be none other than the leader or leaders of the new "cult" family . 

In the same way, the initiate' s notions about what is good or evil, 
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about what can ensure health and well -being, ar e skewed or totally revi se d 

by cult curricula which recognize the es sential connections between langua ge , 

thought, and action . ~mbers of ISKCON, for example, r eport edly le arn fj r st 

that garrbling i s wrong, but in due cour s e it is harrunered home th a t gamblin g 

is akin to "speculation, 11 and finally that sp eculative thought, indep endent 

thinking not guided and infonned by the cult' s concrete and simplistic world 

view, is both evil and dangerous. Similarly, Unificati on Church members' 

loyalties are redirected by a calculated confusion between the initiates' 

new "father," already a revised definition of the tenn, and the "heavenly" 

father - God himself - whose authority should not be questioned. Thus, 

"heavenly deception" in the marketplace can bec001e a way of life literally 

because God seems to sanction it for the greater good of the victims and 

for the very salvation of the deceivers . 

Distortions of familiar ternlS and synbols are especially effectiv e 

when they are incorporated into old, familiar songs and idioms. 1hl.s helps 

further to clinch the convert' s break with the past and bind him to hi s new 

exis tence. 

As indoctlination proceeds, the cult vividly conjures up the spe c te r 

of supernatural sanctions for non -confonni ty. Redemption and salvation wil l 

only'tome to~rue believers and practitioners, while damnation and misery 

await the heretic. Tiris fate, moreover, is reserved not only for the ba ck 

slider or apostate, but for his benighted family, who do not yet believe as 

he does. The antipathy toward parents nurtured by the cult is thus mit i ga t ed , 

as perhaps it must be, by the convert ' s new corrq:,ulsion to save his f arnily, 

and friends, by refonning them. His mind now filling with terrifying thought s, 

perhaps last experienced only in the nonnally suggestible childhood years, 

the convert strives passionately to make the cult way his own. He joins 

wholehear t edly in continuous self -evaluation by cult s tandards. Past expe ri -



ences, values, P™ers of disc rimination, become so well suppressed that he 

begins to manipulate, both in s elf-defense and to achieve fulfillment, the 

si.nple, concrete , and magical universe which the cult has r evealed to him. 

In effect , the convert's mind seems split. A factitious second person

al ity - the cult per s onality - begins episodically to achieve a certain 

autonomy as it struggles with the old one for position in the foref r ont of 

consciousness. The stress on the iruli vi dual here is, of course , very great, 

and can be relieved only by giving in to the new self. Indeed, converts in 

rost destructive cults learn special dissociative techniques - meditatio n, 

.chanting, glossolalia - in order to suppress · .impure and, therefore, stressful 

thoughts, or to deflect outsiders' equally stressful challenges to their 

beliefs and life-styles. 

Before detailing the problems with which cult-leavers are often saddled 

as they try to readjust to the outside world, it should be emphasized that 

the induction of trance states, even in sa:nething like the manner we have 

outlined, is nothing new, and certainly not the mysterious invention of con

t emporary cults. The achi evement of a state of tmcritical receptivity has 

always been a prominent feature of both Western and non-Western religious 

practice. Great and good divines, as well as hannful ones, have depended 

upon gaining such receptivity to help inspire changed attitudes and new life

styles anxmg congregants, while Cllristian faith-healers, like their analogues 

on every continent, still use their appropriate devices to treat all sorts 

of afflictions. But unlike Jim Jones and other destructive cult leaders , 

these relatively benign practitioners have not, as a rule, maintained suppli 

cants in radic ally altered mental states long enough to produce the deadenin g 

syndrome elaborated here. Quite the opposite. The African villager who has 

submitted to the dissociating r i tual of af fli c ti on in order to cur e an i llness, 
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like the ecstatic recipie nt of the Orristian healer ' s touch, soon returns 

to his familiar, everyday world, perhaps on the way to recovery, even spirit

ually uplifted, but essentially uni:nl)aired in his mental functioning. Indeed, 

the experience is geared to help the individual adapt in some integrative 

way to the wider society whence he came for help . And the same can be said, 

we th.ink, for the results of monastic training and similar disciplined, de

votional regimes, where the history of a person's involvement does not usually 

result in a drastic attenuation of mental processes or personality develop

ment . Such malignant effects are, hCJn'ever, the hallmarks of many contempo

rary cults which have ''redi scovered" the age-old folk art, refined it, and 

carried it to an uncharacteristic extreme. 

Problems of Fonner Cult ~mbers 

(l)servations of recent cult-leavers reveal in each many of the following 

d\aracteristics . Bear in mind, hCJn'ever, that changes engendered by conver

sion in any individual can only be judged with certainty if they are measur ed 

· against the preconversion personality . In order to understand a person's 

conversion, therefore, it is abso l utely necessary to gain as complete a 

personal history as possible . 

Appearance 

Recent cult-leavers look depressed much of the time. Posture is fre

quently stooped~ conversational gesturing sparse, speed1 slow, and responses 

to exteI11al s timuli - a sho ut, even a question - lag behind nonnal expecta 

tions. There is often a fixed, intense focus in the eyes whid\ is reflected 

as well in a certain rigidity of facial expression and body posture. Tiris 

attitude is clearest when there is a shift in the subject or oode of con-
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versation, when the interlocutor, for exarrple, makes a hlDOOrous remark in 

an otherwise serious conversation. The ex -menoer 1 s response suggests that 

he is non-plussed, that he has suspended overt reaction while slowly evalu

ating the new information. 

Many cult-leavers are pale, especially those who have belonged to groups 

which enforce poor diets. Acne is also observed ruoong those whom one would 

e)q)ect to have already passed beyond this typically adolescent complaint. 

There is as well an apparent indifference to physical appearance - dress 

and groaning - particularly among fol'lOOr members of cults which rennve con 

verts from ioost contacts with the wider coomuni ty. 

Behavior 

There is comnonly an tmcri tical passivity to life as it flows around 

the ex-memer. He has great difficulty making decisions, even about such 

matters as what clothes to wear each day, or what food to eat. 

· In add.i tion, his response to stress varies greatly. When pressed by 

UDpleasant ideas, or the need to make difficult decisions, he takes refuge 

in chanting or other rituals learned in the cult. Yet he may also at times 

respond to stressful interpersonal relationships with wild verbal and even 

physical abuse. Indeed, his social interaction, reflecting the variability 

of stress responses, is ptmctuated by behavior which reflects little dis

crimination and a low tolerance for fnistration: he or she leaps toward 

romantic involvement, for exaJ!l)le, but just as quickly withdraws when the 

response is not nearly so fervent. Despite this generally labile reaction 

to post-cult experiences, many ex -~ers are consistently, or at least for 

a ti.Ire, hypornanic :irrrnediately after leaving the group, seaningly intoxicated 

by the process of rediscovery and reconnection with old memories and 

associations. 



Affect 

Depression 

We find here a mildly chronic depressed mood in which ftmctioning is 

impaired, as in a major depression, although subjective distress does not 

seem to be as great. The ex-member brings t o interpersonal discourse and 

relationships a certain flatness, a sense of depletion and distance . 

Guilt 

Most cult - leavers feel an abiding sense of guilt, both f or what they 

have done and what they have failed to do - guilt for having thrown over 

the cult and its ideals, and guilt towards parents and friends, even the 

man in the street, for having shl.llliled ordinary life in the first place in 

favor of bizarre cult activities. 

Distrust 

There is as well a deep distrust, not only of the cult, but of the self 

that acquiesced in conversion, and a drastic lowering of self-esteem. Ex

rremers feel that because they were duped by the cult, they can no longer 

trust their perceptions of what is good or evil, constructive or destructive, 

in their relationships and associations. 

Fear 

Fear haunts recent cult - leavers. They are afraid of retribution from 

the cult for having left, and fearful of being asked why they joined in the 

first place and what they did as irerrbers. They also tend to feel continu

ously observed, as if they were in a fishbowl. And some even dread that 

they will become, or that they alr eady are, psychotic. 

Outrage 

In contrast to fear, ex-meroers almost tmiversally f eel a sense of 

outrage, indignation, and anger toward the cult, sensing that they have been 

cheated, robbed of precious time. Sometimes this anger is directed t0,yard 



parents, who are blamed alternately for having allowed their child's cult 

involverrent, and then for having wished to rescue him from it . 

Despite generally flat affect, then, ex -menbers show a volatility of 

mood, an arrbi valence ta.vard persons and ideas, which parallels the behavioral 

difficulty in making decisions and the many- sided affective guilt. They are 

literally caught between two simultaneously loved and hated worlds. 

Perception 

Sane who have left cul ts experience auditory, olfactory, or visual 

hallucinations. These episodes appear in certain cases to be part of a 

semi -psychotic state characterized by a continuation of obsessional thinking 

developed by conversion. In some cases, however, the s~toms seem related 

to pre -conversion pathologies. 

Intellectual functioning 

Impairnent of intellectual functioning is a coTlJilOn s~tom of the im

mediate post - cult period, and lasts in some ways and in some cases for se v

eral years after "coming out." Recent leavers find it difficult to think 

clearly and in a logical, sequential manner about anything. Thoughts stem

ming from the cult experience continually intrude on attempts to sustain 

the thread of any analysis. Recent l eavers also have blind spots, areas of 

experience which cannot easily be recalled. 

Memory 

Memory is also impaired in varying degrees. This is clear from the 

inability to associate current with pre-cult experiences. Past associations 

which are in fact recalled by current stinu.lli are often haphazard, referring 

at best to tangential but essentially unrelated subjects, and in this sense 

the thought processes are reminiscent of the manic personality, or of the 

schizophrenic who employs rhyming associations. Consistent with such behavior, 
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ex-merooers will suddenly d1ange the subject of a conversation r adica lly, 

int erp ose non-sequiturs, and generally give the i mpress i on of assoc iati onal 

disturbances in the flow of consciou sness. Such sudden shifts in thinking 

ar e often called "flo a ting," for the ex-cultist seems t o vaci ll ate from 

cult to non-cult ways of thinking and r esponding t o the world. 

Thought content 

The actual thought content of recent leavers shows similar pathological 

features. Depersonalization and derealization are conunon, as is the lapsin g 

into recitation of cult fonnulas. M:>st ex-nerrbers also exhibit obsessio nal 

thinking which extends in some cases to both suicidal and homicidal i deation, 

the former apparently related to the mind's failure to illuminate and refonn 

itself, the latter directed toward those considered responsible for caus ing 

the condition, whether parents, cult IOOllDers, or deprogranmers. Ideas of 

influence (the belief that one's thoughts are controlled by others) and ref

erence (the erroneous belief that events in the outside world have a direct 

reference to one's self), cOIIJllOn in schizophreni cs and borderline cases, 

also appear in trans ie nt f onn among cult-le aver s. They al so find it difficult 

to ackn.cY,dedge the nature and enonnity of their problems, although readily 

admitting the syuptoms of intellectual dysfunction which they suff er. They 

are tmeasy with the notion that their minds may have been tanpered with, 

and that they all<Med this to happen. They also tend, with some justice of 

course, to blame others for their predicament. 

Decision making 

Fina l ly, and consistent with their generally muddled states of mind, 

r ecent cult - leavers cannot easily manage decision s necessary for getting 

through each day - ''What clothes shall I wear?" - not to mention long - ran ge 

decisions concerni ng educati on , errqJloyment, and the like, the kinds of de-
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cisions for which they had little or no responsibility while in the cult. 

Effects on the Family 

When ymmg persons first become involved in fringe reli gious groups , 

parental reactions vary markedly. Some parents , particularl y th ose who do 

not know much about cul ts, may initially approve of the child's ncW" reli -

gious and social behavior, especially if it seems to contrast favorably with 

prior behavior, such as drug experimentation, or chronic loneliness . Still 

other parents, to whom the child is overly attached, may at first feel re

lief because the child's dependency seems to have ended. On the oth er h and , 

parents who are somewhat knowledgeable about cul ts, or who expect moderate 

social conformity from their children, generally become frightened or a t 

least apprehensively observant when the child shows a strong interest in such 

an organization. 

The alarm felt by these wary parents will be shared in va rying degr ees 

by almost all parents once they become aware of the sudden and marked a lt er 

ati ons in pers onality that characterize conversion to the typ es of r el i gio us 

cults that concern us. Many are so shaken by such changes in the i r chil dr en 

that they question their own ftmdamental assumptions about the worl d. What 

they observe is not supposed to be possible and, in fact, is denie d or 

viewed with skepticism by rost outsiders. It comes as no surprise , the n, 

that parents sometimes experience a terrifying sense of unreality, and tend 

to be confused and indecisive. 

For some, this indecisiveness is paral yzing . They remain passive , 

t ort ured wi blesses of their child's transfonnation. Many , however, overco me 

this stunned incredulity and, like parents l ess shaken by their shockin g 

observati ons, respond as they usually do when alarme d by the abnonna l ac t iv -



ities of a son or daughter . That is, they try to re-establish a caretaker 

relationship with the child . 

For some parents, this caretaking may consist of rational argl..D1lents 

design ed to persuade the child to abandon the cult; for others it may inv olve 

yelling, pontificating, ordering, pl eadin g , or manipulat i ng. In vi r t uall y 

all cases, however, parents respond in ways consistent with their past be

havior during periods in which they thought th e child was in danger . 

Unfortunately, cults work systematically to diminish parental influence 

over and importance to the child: mothers and fathers may be redefined by 

the cult as biological rath er than "true" parents; demons may be said t o 

control the parents; the apparent wannth and closeness of the cult "family" 

may be contrasted with the tension and conflict in the convert' s real family; 

and the cult, anticipating parental responses, may have the convert repeat edly 

rehearse counter-responses. Usually, the cult is more powerful than the 

parents and maintains control of the child. 

As parental attanpts to recover the child through argunent and author ity 

fail, fear frequently turns to desperation and a frantic reaching out for 

help. At this point, parents call upon clergy, lawyers, mental health pro 

fessionals, deprogrammers, ex-cult meni>ers, and yet other r esources. Unfor

tunately, many of these resources, knowing little or nothing about cults, 

may meet the parents with skepticism, or offer advic e (e.g., ''wait and see") 

that all too frequently makes a bad situation worse. Sometimes, however, 

they become sufficiently infonned about cul ts, usually with the help of 

kn™ledgeable individuals, to develop strategies that enable them t o 

recover their child through l egal channels, counseling, or deprogranming . 

But since even the methods used by cult "experts" are f r aught with 

uncerta i nty and risk, failure to return a child to mainstream society is by 
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no means uncorrmon. Sometimes, in fact, parental reco very strategies 

(espe ciall y radical deprogramning atterrpts) force the child to cling even 

more energetically to the cult, or move cult leaders t o send the child 

"underground" i n order to pre vent further corrmunication with the parents . 

Parents who thus lose their child to the cult world experience intense 

feelings of helplessness, guilt, and grief . They feel helpless because 

they have tried their best and failed; the y feel guilty because they ruminate 

over how things might have turned out had they. raised the:ir child differently; 

and they grieve because their child seems lost to them forever. 

For such parents, grief is perhaps the most difficult reactio n with 

which to deal because it is essentially intenninable. Since a child lost 

to a cult is not lost cOITg_Jletely, as is a child who dies , the parents still 

have reason to hope, however vainly, for their child's return . This hope 

prevents them from corrpleting the grieving process, for their loss, although 

painful and enduring, is not absolute and final ; nor is it supporte d by the 

recognition and rituals that society offers the bereaved. One can understand, 

then, why one roother, upon losing her child after a deprogranuning fai l ure, 

sai d, "I felt like I was at a wake, but there was no body." 

Although mre forttmate than those who lose a child to a cult, parents 

who recover offspring also have many problems . Some, upon their child ' s 

return, believe that the struggle has ended. They become complacent, or 

tend to depreciate the severity of the child's adjustment difficulties. 

Such an attitude is inevitably hannful, for the returnees' problems of ad

justment are reall y very great. A parent who denies this is denyi ng his 

child erootional support when it is most needed. If the parent does not 

change his perspective, either in response to his observations of the child's 

post-cult functi oning or as a result of counseling, the merrber may very well 
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return to the cult . 

Fortunately, most pare nts are not complacent upon the r etum of a child. 

Although they may initially feel much relief and joy upon the homecoming , 

their pleasure rather quickly gi ves way t o a host of very realistic f ea r s: 

fear that the chi l d may have a breakdown; fear th at the child may return to 

the cult; f ear of harassment from the cult; fear of the financial consequ ences 

of their battle to recover the child; fear that inadeq_uacies in -their par enta l 

skills will prevent them from coping with the new challenge that confront s 

them; fear of facing old, unresolved conf licts that resurface as soon as the 

child r ettrrn.s home; and fear of the psychological and philosophical i.nplica

tions of the sudden-conversion process its elf. 

The stress engendered by such fears tends to destabilize what is coranonly 

already a fragile family unit. Frequently, in an attempt to hold things 

together, one person will "carry the load" of the family's problems . Althou gh 

this may ~rove,,family relationships over the short nm, i t is likely to 

result in a sense of loneliness and resentment an the part of the overbtrrden ed 

person and, consequently, harm family relationships. over the long run. 
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a--IAPTER 1WO 

REVIBv OF IBE LITERATURE 

Although psychological researcher~ have conducted nLDTierous empirical 

studies and offe red many theoretical fornrulations of religious conversion 

in general, relatively few inv estigators have specifically examined con

ver si on to contemporary religious cul ts . The paper s reviewed in this chapter 

. . . 4 S 6 7 18 25 44 46 47 48 . mclude a m.mi>er of clllUcal reports,' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' several inves-

tigations of the mental status, history, and cult-related experiences of 

23,2 4,28, 31,53 d th l . al / . l . l di 34,35 converts an two an ropo og1c socio ogica stu es. 

We will critically discuss this material as well as various theoretical 

views of cult conversion. This infonnati on will provide a backgrotmd for 

our own theoretical fonnulation of the conversion process presented in 

Oiapter Three. 

Lofland and Sta rk's Sociol ogical Study 

One of the earliest and roost instructi ve inve sti gations of a cult is 

Lofland and Stark 1 s35 sociologi cal study of the Unification Oiurch's (UC) 

early years in the United States. (Although the group's i dentity was di s

gui sed , it is obvious today that the subjects were U:: meroers. ) After in 

terviewing cult members, Lofland and Stark concluded that seven determinants, 

each necessary but not sufficient, influenced a prospective menber's con

versi on to the cult: (1) the experience of acute tension in his day-to -day 

life; (2) a tendency to conceptualize problems within a religious framework 

(rather than, for instan ce , a political framework) ; (3) defining oneself as 

a religious seeker; (4) encotmtering cult members duri ng a turning point in 

one's life; (5) forming or enhancing an affective bond with one or more cult 

merroer s; (6) neutralizing any attachments to non-members; and ( 7) repeated 

interaction with cult members, leadin g to verbal and ultimately behavioral 
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expressions of conmritment to the cult way. 

Lofland and Stark's model is consistent with the orthodox psychiatric 

view of religious conversion 8 in that it identifies certain predispo sing 

variables within the prospective convert. Their model, however , places 

!TDJCh more emphasis on the role of the new religion's milieu, particularly 

relationship factors, in the process of conversion . In fact, in a re

evaluation and update of his and Stark's work, Lofland 34 notes that the 

Unification Church seems to have increased greatly the sophistication of 

its proselyti zing methods. The Church has thereby magnified its ability 

to bring about conversion in individuals who lack some of the predisposing 

features that he and Stark believed to be necessary to conversion, e.g., 

the inclinati on to conceptualize problems in religious terms. 

Clinical Reports 

A mmi>er of investigators who have been very active in the clinical 

treatment of former and current cult menbers have also emphasized the role 

. . . . 4 S 6 7 18 25 44 46 4 7 48 of the cult milieu i.n the conversion process.' ' ' ' ' ' ' '. • Ac-

cording to these clinical researchers, the power of the cult milieu is most 

apparent in converts who, during the period pre ceding the ir conversions, had 

been relatively nonnal adolescents going through standard developmental 

crises (e.g., separation from home). No history of psychopathology charac

terized these converts (comprising one-half of the patients of one investi

gator7); they seem merely to have been in the wrong place at the wrong time. 

Such clinical observations, discussed in 01apter One, are extracted 

from an admittedly biased sample, i.e., ex-meni:>ers who sought or were brought 

for treatment. And since the main concern of clinical investigators is 

therapeutic progress rather than controlled study , their data are not as 

obj ective as one would like. Nevertheless, because of the depth of their 
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experience with converts and their families, the perspectives of these 

clinicians ITn.lSt not be depreciated, especially in light of the fact that 

systematic investigations also have serious methodological defects, which 

we discuss below. But since so little is reliab ly known about cult conver

sion, no sources of infonnation can be overlooked. 

Questionnaires and Structured Interviews 

Studies of Galanter and his associates. Galanter and Buck.ley 23 admin

istered a questionnaire to a rand.om sample of 119 Divine Light Mission (DLM) 

meIIOers attending a national Dlli festival. Airong the findings were: 

(1) members were typically unmarried, white, middle-class, and in their 

twe~ties; (2) approximately three - fourths had attended college; (3) one

third had received professional help for emotional problems; (4) one-fourth 

had been arrested at some ti.me; (5) with the exception of alcohol, drug _use 

prior to cult involvement had been two to four times greater than in a ran

dom sample of college students; (6) approximately 20% li ved in ashrams, 

while another 50% lived with other DIM renbers outside of ashrams; (7) a 

majority of meroers were involved in activities outside the movement 

(primarily work or school); (8) 80% meditated at least twice a day; and 

(9) retrospective ratings on eight statements pertaining to_ psychiatric 

symptomatology indicated a decline in symptomatology upon joining the cult. 

Galanter, Rabkin, Rabkin, and Deutsch24 gave a similar but enlarged 

questionnaire to 237 voll.mteers from the Unification Omrch in a large metro 

politan area. Among the findings of this study were: (1) the mean duration 

of membership was almost three years (which could be an indication that the 

sample was biased) ; (2) 90% reported some prior comni tirent to another cult 

before joining the MJoni.es; ( 3) 50% had begun college, 25% had completed it; 

(4) meni)ers tended to leave school upon joining the moverrent; ( S) approxi-
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mately one-half had sought psychiatric/psychological help, 6% having been 

hospitalized at some time; (6) previous drug use was higher t.han a college 

sample, although not so high as in the OLM Safll)le of Galanter and Buckl ey
23

; 

(7) brief rating scales calling for retrospective reporting suggested th at 

neurotic distress had declined upon conversion, althou gh the current level 

of eiootional well-being was less t.han t.hat for a matched comparison group; 

(8) conversion usually occured during a church-run workshop, t.he church 

affiliation of which was unkno.m to most participants; and (9) members worked 

an average of 67 hours a week, with street proselytizing and sales being 

the ms t comnon pursuits . 

Galanter and his colleagu .es suggest that attribu ticn theory and a 

"relief effect" acco'l.Ult, at least in part, for conversion to a religious 

cult. Attribution theory asserts that individuals seek explanations for 

their feelings in the available environment, in this case the cult environ

ment. The relief effect, a sociobiological concept introdu ced by Galant:e r , 
22 

assumes that hunan beings are genetically programned to experience relief 

of stress when they join groups . Hence, the prospective convert in a st:at e 

of distress experiences a relief effect when he joins the group and a ten

dency to accept the explanations of the cult leaders when trying to under

stand his altered feelings. 

Although attribution theory seems to be a plausible albeit partial ex

planation for the conversion process , the relief effect is a nebulous conc ept 

with little empirical footing. Clearly, group affiliation does not always 

iead to stress relief - - otherwise why would so many cult menbers. soldi e r s , 

students, and family members leave their groups in order to relieve th e s t:re ss 

of unsatisfying interpersonal relations. Furthennore, group affiliati on may 

be only one of many possible avenues for relieving stress: going campin g 
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alone in the woods, participating l.Il a retreat, moving one's residence, and 

even getting drunk are also means of relieving stress. Consi dering these 

observations, and the fact that Man is obviously a social creature, the con

tention that group affiliation relieves stress appears to have little ex 

planatory utility in the conversion process. 

When examined closely, the empirical data collected by Galanter and 

his colleagues to support their relief effect explanation are also unpersua

sive. The eight-itan neurotic -distress scale used in their studies was not 

subjected to any psychometric evaluation, suggesting that it has not ruch 

ioore than a questionable face validity, i.e., its questions only appear to 

concern neurotic distress. Furthenoo .re, the respondents could easil y have 

realized that the scale they were completing (and which in the DU.f study 

was administered by a fellow cult :ment>er) was designed to rreasure distress, 

the diminution of which is an overt goal - - whether realized in fact or 

not -- of virtually all cults . Demand effects, cogniti ve dissonance, social 

desirability tendencies, and a wish to make the cult look good could all 

induce a subject to report stress relief upon joining the group, especially 

considering the fact that all reports were retrospective, a methodo logical 

difficulty shared by most empirical studies of cult conversion . Despite 

these methodological defects, the investigations of Galanter and his associ

ates contain many items of information that may prove useful in tmderstanding 

cult conversion. 

Eden's study of ex-M)onies. In an unpublished. study by Eden; 4 59 former 

MJonies completed a questionnaire that inquired into many of the same areas 

investigated by Galanter et al~ 4 But lllllike the latter ' s sample, in which 

subjects had been OC members an average of three years, Eden's sample of 

ex-converts belonged to the church an average of only 12 roonths and had al -
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most all (88%) been involved in some fonn of anti - cult activi ty, e .g., public 

speaking , deprog rarrming. Eden and Galanter's subjects also differed st ri k

ingly in that 90l of the l at t er's subj ects reported some commitmem: to another 

cult prior to j oini ng the ~bonie s, whereas only 10% of the former ' s sample 

had associated w:i th other cul ts. 

These contrasts could be a result of sample biases, inaccurate reporting 

by subjects, or a multitude of other explanations. Those who stay in cults 

(Galant er' s subjects ), for example, may have been irore pr edi spos ed to c on

cep tualize problems within a religious frairework or may have had strong er 

tendencies to seek their identities in the authority of a group. Un.fortu

nately, a choice among these and other hypotheses nust be deferred until 

additional data are collected. 

Despite the differences in the samples of these two investi gations , 

several similar findings emerged: (1) both samples consisted of predominantly 

middle-class youth; (2) approximately one-fourth of each group had graduated 

from col l ege; ( 3) many who were in school quit when they joined the OC; 

( 4) nearly all rep or t having experienced some deception on the part of the 

cult; and (5) many subjects retro spec tivel y reported substan ti al dissatis

faction with their lives prior to joining the group. Eden , for example, 

found that strong pre -cult dissatisfaction was expressed towar d school (45%), 

future plans (54%), friends ( 53%), and sexuality (56%). She further notes 

that just prior to conversion (88%) of her subjects had undergone at least 

three nnjor life changes, in volvin g ar eas such as career, school, or primary 

relationships . 

Kelly's report on 100 rehabilit at io n cases . In a report to the National 

Ins titute of Ment al Health , Kelly
28 reported demographic dat a that support 

some of the fi ndi ngs of Eden and Galanter. Kelly fotm d cul t members t o be 
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pre dominan t ly white, middle -class youth , with males outnumbering femal es 

62% to 38%. His sub je cts a l so had used drugs frequently pr ior t o their 

cul t involvement (30 % reporting regular use of ha r d drugs) and had high ed 

ucat i onal levels (58 % ha vin g some college and 22% havin g been graduat ed) . 

With regard to religi ous bac.kgrotmd ,. 40% of Kelly's subjects were Prates tant, 

30% Cath olic, and 30% Jewish . 

Ungerlei der and Wellisch . These authors 53 studied four subgroup s from 

several cults (which they did no t spec ify ) : ( 1) 22 in- cul t subjects who 

feared deprogramming (con cerned merroers); (2) 11 deprograIIilled subjects who 

returned to the cult (returnees); (3) 9 deprogranmed subjects who did not 

return to the cult (nonreturnees); and (4) 8 subjects who had le ft the cult 

of their ™Ii volition (vo llmtary ex-members) . This study utilized a stn.ic

tured interview, a mental status examinati on, and several psychol ogical in

stnnnents (Weschler, ~I, Draw-a-Person, and Interpe r s ona l Cllec.k List ) in 

ord er t o investigate certain psychosocial characteris ti cs of the sample and 

to describe the subject's ability to make sotmd legal de ci s ions. 

Results indicat ed that most of th e interview variables did not di ffe r

entiate the four groups. Not surprisingly, however, the groups did differ 

with respect to their attitudes towar d deprogramming and the length of time 

they had been in the cult. Concerned meJIDers and r etu rn ees had negati ve 

attitudes toward deprogram:ning and, for th e most part, had been in the cult 

for at least one year. All of the nonreturnees, on the oth er hand, had 

been in the group for less than one year, while voluntary ex-meni:>ers were 

more evenly spre ad across time int erv al s, 38% having been in le ss than one 

year. 

Another findin g of thi s s tu dy was that the rat e of in tact par ental 

marr ia ges was significantl y less fo r the voluntary ex-merroer group ( 50%) 
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than for the concerned members (91%), returnees (82%), and nonreturnees 

(78%). Tiris finding , however, is open to several interpretations. It 

is possible, for example, that the returnees and concerned merroers may 

have exaggerated the unity of their family-backgrot.D1ds in order to make 

the cult membership appear healthier to outsiders . Indeed, their M-iPI 

profiles showed an elevated Lie scale, which reveals an attempt to make 

a good impression, to deny faults, and to utilize defenses of repression 

and denial. It is also possible that only the healthiest cult men:bers 

may have been allowed to vohmteer for the study. Again, further researd1 

is needed before conclusions can be drawn. 

Whatever the explanation for Ungerleider and Wellisch's data on family 

intactness, it should be kept in mind that their sample was rather small 

and diverse, including menbers of several cults, and, therefore, not likel y 

to reveal differences among cults. In Eden1 s14 study of ex-M:xmies, for 

exampl e, 91% of a group composed of nonretumee s (two-thirds of the sample) 

and voluntary ex-members (one-third of the sample) came from intact familie s , 

a finding that is at variance with the data of Ungerleider and Wellisch. 

Several of Ungerleider and Welliscil's findings also conflict with the 

data of clinical researchers 4, 5•6•7•18•25144•46147148 who have observed at 

times marked deficiencies in thinking and decision-making ruoong cult meroers 

as well as a tendency toward dissociative states. Ungerleider and Wellisch, 

hc:Mever, fot.D1d all of their subjects to be nonnal on all aspects of the 

mental status examination , a finding that, notwithstanding clinical reports , 

is somewhat surprising given the high percentage of subjects in other 

.. ~~ 23 24 28 h h-~ h f . l h StUUJ..es ' ' w o 6-U soug t pro essiona elp. 

This dis crepancy may reflect sampling biases . On the other hand, it 

could suggest that the study's mental status examiners were disposed to look 
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mainl y for gross psychop ath ology , for their primary interest was t o evaluate 

the subjects' ability to make sound legal decisi ons ( of which they were 

found caoable ) . This hypothesis receives some support from the finding 

that both th e in - group (co ncerned lll€J!X)ers and returnees ) and the out-group 

(nonretunlees and volun tary ex-members) had M-1PI elevations on psychopathic 

deviancy and hysteria and on paranoia and schizop hrenia, respectively, 

al though the profiles of both groups were on the whole within the grossly 

normal range . 

Levine and Salter. ¾>derate psychological disturbance was also observe d 

amng many subjects in a study that involved lengthy and relativel y struc

tured interviews of 106 meni>ers from nine religious cults~ 1 This study 

reported other findings that are consistent with the observations of inves

tigators cited previously: (1) 30% of the members interviewed had seen 

psychiatrists before their conversions; (2) 80% of the members were single 

and most were middle -class; (3) approximate ly two- thirds came from intact 

families; (4) oost were dissatisfied with their li ves prior to conversion; 

and (5) irost reported an improvement in their psychological states after 

joining the cult. 

Levine and Salter concluded that the cult members the y interviewed 

were troubled but by no means extraordinarily sick individuals whose distress 

was relieved by the structure, simple answers, conmunali ty, and ecstatic, 

trance - like states found in the cults . These authors "tak e a less pessi 

mistic view of these religions than is voiced by s~ critics , 1131 (p. 417) , 

al though the y do express some reservations about the suddenness and sharpness 

of changes resulting from conve rsion and the damage that may be done to 

borderline and severe ly neurotic individua l s. 
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Theoretical Fornrulat ions 

~bst of th e cr itics to whom Levine and Salter ref er have asse rt ed that 

the conversion process of sorre relig io us cult s is closely related to what 

is popul ar l y called brainwas hing. Altjlo ugh certain elements of brainwashing 

are rare ly observ ed in cul ts, e .g ., the constant use of physical threats , 

many other element s have been noted by vario us researchers. 

Schein/West and Singer. Schein~ 3 a pion eer in th e study of brainwash

ing, conten ds that brainwashing, or what he calls coercive persuasion , en 

tails the systematic application of a battery of techniques to: a) un£reeze, 

i.e., reroove the social and internal supports of , a. subject's belief/attj_ tude 

system; b) change the subject's belief/attitude system by providing him with 

an authorized set of beliefs/attitudes when he is most recepti ve to new 

information; and c) to refreeze the new belief/attitude system, i.e., to 

provide over time positive (especially social ) and negative reinforcement 

for articulating and behaving in accordance with the authorized system . 

Wes t and Singe r 55 have applied Schein's views t o r eligious cults. They 

suggest that the following elenxmts of the conversion proces s of destructive 

a.llts contri bute to major belief/attitude changes that approach and some

times surpass those observed in brainwashed Korean war prisoners: (1) iso

lation of the r~rui.t and manipulation of his environment; (2) control over 

channels of conmunication and information; (3) debilitation through inade

quate diet and fatigue; (4) degradation or diminution of the self; (5) in 

duction of uncertainty, foar, and confusion, with joy and certainty through 

surrender to the group as the goal; (6) al temation of harshness and leniency 

in a context of discipline; (7) peer pressure, often applied throu gh ritual

ized "struggl e sess i ons," genera tin g guilt and requiring open confession s ; 

(8) insi ste nce by seemingly all-power f ul hosts that the recruit's survival - -
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physical or spiritual -- depen ds on identifying with the group ; (9) assign 

ment of monotonous tas ks or repet iti ve activities, such as chanting or 

copying written materials; and ( 10) acts of symbolic be tra yal or renuncia

tion of self, family, and previously held values, all design ed to increase 

the psychol ogical distance be tween the recrui t and his previous way of life. 

Clar k/Gal per. Clark 4 •5•6 •7 and Galper 25 have proposed that the elements 

of coercive persuasion described by West and Singer te nd also to induce 

trance states tJ1at increase a potential convert' s suggestibility. The 

isolation £ran mainstream society, the constant onslaught of " love bombing," 

lectures around the clock, singing, chanting , and lack of sleep conbine to 

bring about a fading of the general i zed reality orientation~ 5 The resulting 

trance, or dissociative, state leads to a focusing of the attentional field 

on cult -managed infonnation, which magnifies the recruit ' s vulnerability to 

the process of coercive persuasion. 

Lifton' s model/Richardson et al. Sanewhat rel a'ted. to Schein' s 43 fonnu

latian of coe rcive persuasion is Lifton 1 s 32 notion of ideological to'talism. 

According to Lifton, eight sepa rate elements con'tribute to the formation of 

a totalistic social group: (1) milieu control (contr ol of hunan collJIIUfrica

tion ) ; (2) mystical manipulation (sense of higher purpose or calling ) ; 

(3) demand for purity (black -white picture of the world); (4) cult of con 

fession (social confessing of "impurities"); (5) sacred science (belief 

system is absolutel y true as well as sacred ); (6) loading the language 

(the use of thought - terminati ng cliches to diminish critical thinking, e.g., 

"stop fightin g it," "no negativity," "seek mindless ness"; (7) doctrine over 

person ( subordin ati on of ht.unan experience to the claims of doctrine ) ; and 

(8) dispensing of existence (only those who are doctrinally pure can be of 

any accotm t ) . 
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In a study of the Jesus movement, Richardson et al ~l concluded that 

the elements of ideo l ogi ca l totalism as desc ri bed by Lift on characterize 

certain Je sus groups . The group's ideological totalism causes "a pe r son 

to accept id eas and behaviors quite foreign to or p re vious l y r ej ected by 

the person. 1141 (p.1 96) In f act, th e interview-ers in this study were so 

influenced by their subjects that "they felt a need to withdraw daily in 

order to reaffirm their cwn worldview through, 'the thin thread of con 

versation. ".4l (p . 200) 

Edwards . The cult mi.lieu's power to influence a person's thinkin g 

proce sses is described in detail by Edwards , a former UC menber and author 

of the bi ographical account, Crazy for God.~5 Using the l.hification Ourrch 

as an exaJI4)le, Edwards 16 relates a detailed phenanenological pictur e of con 

version to an infonnation -processing . view of the mind. According to Edwards, 

conversion to the lhrification Orurch, which he considers a "techno-religious 

group," rests on very sophisticated techniques of information control. 

furing the fir st stage of conversion, i.e., that of making contact, 

the cult recruiter will seek out information (e.g . , a stud ent's opinion re 

garding a notice on a bulletin board) that will help him "£:ind a camnxm base" · 

for establishing and maintaining a conversation. The flow of this convers a

tion, however, is consciously controlled by the recruiter , whose goal is to 

get the prospect to accept an invitation to dinner. Nonverbal signals 

(e.g . , smiling, sustained and intense eye contact ) as well as flattery, 

urgings, questions, and promptings are used in or de r to suppress or "short

circuit,11 the potential convert 1s critical thou ghts and to strengthen his 

interest in the recnri ter' s group . 

When the potential convert, or initiate, comes to dinner, the infonna

tion contr ol of the fi r st cont act is intensified and strengthened by means 
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of selective reinforcement in a highly charged group setting. Each initiate 

w"ill have two or more members "lov ing " him, talking to him constant:l y , singing 

to and wi. th him, and even accompanying him to the t oil et. So muc..~ infonna t i on , 

primarily in the fonn of positive social reinforcement (i.e., l ove bombing ), 

impinges on the initiate that his critical faculties become nearly if not 

completely neutralized, i.e., he experiences an information overload (see 

also Snawing by Conway and Siegelman 9). 

Once this noncritical state (which constitutes a form of dissociation ) 

is achieved, the recnriters will try to obtain a commitment from the initiate 

to attend a weekend workshop . During this weekend, and in subsequent, ad

vanced workshops, the recruiters attempt to implant new forms of infonnation 

into the recnrit's mind and also continue to manipulate the flow of ol d 

infonnation into and out of his consciousness. Newspapers, television, 

telephones, and outside colTIIll..lill.cations are generally unavailable, thus 

greatly restricting the flow of infonnation from the non-cult worl d . The 

hectic pace and love banbing in the in:i.tiate ' s first expos ure to th e group 

continue unabated and effectively prevent inteTI1.al sources of infonnat i cm, 

e.g., memories, from coming into or remaining in consciousness . 

In addition, lectures and the role modeling of older members offer a 

new set of roles, as well as a new way of conceptualizing experience. Ol d 

information (e . g., personal memories, facts learned in school ) is then re

coded so that it becanes ccnsistent wi. th the conceptual structure of t he 

cult doctrine. The recnrit's acceptance of and ultimately his corrmitmen t 

to this new view is brought about by the continued use of selecti ve gr oup 

reinforcement and a mind -nl..llTbing flood of controlle d infonnation. 
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Conclusions 

Methodological Difficulties 

Scientific investigators of the cult phenarrenon encounter a number of 

serious n-etl1odological difficulties that detract from tile authoritativene ss 

of their findings . First of all, it is very difficult to obtain objective, 

tmbiased measures of tile variables under study . It is not easy, for example, 

to reduce me conversion process to a list 0£ codifiable behaviors that: can 

be tallied by observers and fed into a computer for analysis. And even if 

such meticulous scientific observation were feasible, it is doubtful that 

cul ts would allow it. 

For this reason, all researchers have had to depend upon personal re

ports for their data. This, of course, raises serious problems, for in 

such a controversial area as cults personal reports are likely to be biased, 

especially, as is usually the case, when reporting is retrospective. 

This subject bias factor is compounded by the difficulty in obtaining 

random samples of the population under study. Clinical investigators, for 

example, see primarily those individuals who seek help, while other researcher s 

are frequently dependent upon available cult volunteers, whose representa 

tiveness is open to question. Such a lack of representative samples obscures 

any cooiparisons that can be made ruoong various studies. 

What the Research Suggests Thus Far 

Although the methodological problems suggest that all inferences be 

ma.de cautiously, it appears that the scientific literature concerning tilose 

cults that have been fonnally studied indicates that: (1) roost cult merrbers 

are in tlleir late teens or early twenties and come from whit e , middle-class 

backgrounds; (2) males outnumber females by about 50%; (3) approximately 

20% of ment>ers have graduated from college while about 60% have attended 
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college but have not graduated; (4) between 20% and 50% of cult members 

sought psychiatric / psycho l ogi cal help before cult involvement; (5) prior 

to involvement, merroers of at least some cults (e.g., DI.M, UC) had experi 

mented with drugs more than most yotmg people; (6) most merroers report con 

siderable dissatisfaction with their li ves prior - to joining-a cult; ( 7) no 

typical personality profile (e.g., hysterical personality) characterizes 

cult menbers - - there is simply too much va riation to ta ik about "the type 

of person" who joins cults; (8) much of the research indicates that pr ese n t 

and fonner cult members tend to core from intact families, although Unger

leider and Wellisch 53 found that ex -members had lower rates of family in 

tactness; (9) findings are contradictory with regard to the exte nt to which 

meni:>ers experimented with several cults; and (10) a considerab le proportion, 

perhaps one - third or rore, of ex -menbers left the cult voluntaril y. 

Directions for Future Research 

Perhaps the roost important goal of f uture research should be to obtain 

samples that are representative of the cult population. This can b-e achieved 

either by drawing random samples from many cul ts or by studies, each using 

random samples , of different cul ts. Only through the investigation of nu 

merous subjects drawn randomly from many cults will researchers be able to 

make reliable conclusions about and comparisons among the various groups. 

Effort should also be devoted to examining the role in conversion of 

specific vulnerab i lity factors rather than searching for complex personality 

profi l es, such as those revealed by standard psychological t ests. The 

following chapter, which provides a tentati ve theor e tical explanation of 

cult conversion, makes a llUIOOer of empiricall y testable hypotheses regarding 

vulnerabi li ty factors . 

Resea rch directed towards the cult environment should supplement the 
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study of vulnerab i lity factors . Quantitative data concerning events within 

the group would be ve1y helpful in evaluating the validity of personal re-
16 

ports, like Edwards1 s Ideally , such data should be collected by dispassionat e 

observers , although the analysis of ques t ionnai r es complet ed by cult members 

is a useful start . Galanter 's 23
' 
24 and Eden's 14 work are val uable in this 

regard . 

Eden 's study 14 also provided some useful prelimi nary data on the impor

tan t question of voluntary departure. One- thir d of her subjects le f t the 

cult voluntarily . Unfortl.Dlately , her sample was limited to UC ex-meroer s 

and not randomly selected. Therefore , ioore research i s cal l ed for before 

voluntary departure rates can be established . 

It is also important to study more sys t ematically th e post-cult experi

ences of ex-menbers. Thus far , only personal reports and clinical accounts 

are available . Quantitative data collected through fonnally designed ques

tionnaires will improve our view of the post-cult pi ct ure. Ultimately, 

however, researchers should try to make systematic behavio ral observations, 

something that might be feasible in a professionally nm residential treat

ment center . 

The treanoont of ex-cult manbers is itself an area that demands formal 

study . In Ch.apter 4 we offer treatment guidelines cul led from nruch clinical 

experience . Sadly, there are no systematically collec t ed dat a regarding 

the trea~nt effectiveness of clinical work with ex-cul t merrbers or the 

comparative effectiveness of different modes of treatment . Alth ough the 

intuitive insights of clinical experience are extremely val uable , the fact 

that our current treatment knowledge is limited to clinical insigh t s demon

strates that rwch m:,re scientific study is needed . 

Lastly, more research should be directed towards the families of con-
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verts. Schwartz and Kaslow44 have ma.de some useful clinical observati ons 

concerning family patteTI1S that could increase vulnerability to cults. 

And we address the oft en-neglected issue of treatment of families in a 

later chapter. However, nore systematic study of the family's role in 

vulnerability and treatment as well as the effects of cult membership on 

the family would contribute much to O'l.ll" l.ID.derstand.ing of and clinical 

responses to th e cult phenanenon . 
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GfA.P1B. 1nR£E 

TOWARD A COMPR.8-!ENSIVE 11-ffiORY OF 

CULT CONVERSION AND DECDNVERSION 

This chapter provides a tentative theory of the cult conversion and 

deconversi<;m processes. In developing this theoretical fonnula tion we 

borrow ideas from colleagues cited previously, reiterate some of our ear

lier assertions, and propose a number of new ideas. 

Social Factors 

Since all historical periods have spawned religious cul ts, nothing 

idiosyncratic to contemporary society can account for their existence. 

But because cul ts have prospered JlX)re during some eras than others , one 

may be able to identify factors in contemporary society that help to ex

plain the growth of cultism during the past fifteen years . 

We believe that the most fundamental social factor responsible for 

this growth is the decline during the past century in cultural confidence. 

By cultural confidence we refer to that stat e in which a society has posi

tive at titudes toward its historically fundamental values, beliefs, insti 

tutions, and achievements. M?st adolescents and adults at the turn of the 

century, for example, had such cultural confidence. Among other tirings 

they believed in the primacy of family ties and responsibilities, traditional 

religion, sexual restraint, the work ethic, free enterprise, and the general 

superiority of the "American way." During the past few decades, however, 

nearly all of these values have been challenged, usually first in the writ

ings of the intelligentsia, then in the behavior of influential segments of 

the population, and ultimately in the curricula of our schools. 

Tiris process of value change and flux has seri ousl y affected yotmg 

people. They do not get clear guidance when they look to the adul t world 
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for fundamental values, only doubt, confusion, contr adi cti ons, and at best 

an uneasy cultural relativism. Some youth, as a result, have become tot ally 

anora l . Others, especially educated ones who make up a majori ty of the cult 

population, cling to youthful idealism and not i ons of brotherhood - still 

given lip~service by a society that all too frequently di shonors them in 

dail y life - in a hungry quest for a coher ent w~rld view that can pr ovide 

a general philosophy of life and related practical code of conduct . 

Since this quest is implicitly encour aged by the general climate of 

uncertainty and inadequacy pervading the adult world, young people cannot 

look to that -world for answers. Thus, they are particularly r eceptive to 

the appeal of new, non-establishment groups which off er a ready~made sense 

of comm.mity infonned by an idealistic world view providing clear rul es of 

daily conduct and a purpose in life. Cults are among the most successful 

of these new groups. 

Personal Vulnerability Factors 

Although the decline in cultural confiden ce and resulting socia l sanc 

tion of experimentation help explain w'hy cults do better tod ay than in th e 

recent past, they do not explain why only a small proportion of today' s 

youth joins such groups . In this section we discuss briefly a number of 

interacting factors that tend to make some young people especially vulner

able to cult involvement. 

Cultural Disillusionm ent 

Cultural disillusionment refers to the extent t o which an individual 

is affected by the general decline in cultural confidence . Thus, if one 

were to devise a means of measuring cultural confidence, the cult urall y 

disillusioned would be those individuals who obtain lo w scores on the meas 

uring instrunient. We submit that cult ur ally dis illusioned pers ons will be 
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roore vulnerable to cult proselytizing than individuals scoring high in 

cultural confid ence. Tiris hypothesis, like others raised here, awaits em

pirical testing. 

High Level of Dissatisfaction in Day-to-Day Life 

Despite its many limj. ta tions , _ _the research on relig io us cul ts indicates 

that the ovexwhelming ma.jori ty of cultists were dissatisfied with one or 

rore important areas of their pre-cult lives. Tiris dissatisfaction and its 

a ttendant self -skeptici sm mdoubtedly augmented any pre-existing openness 

to al tern.ate world views and social systems, for obviously the approaches 

of these young people to life were not bringing llll.lCh happiness. 

The dissatisfaction experienced by potential converts may either be 

a temporary state of affairs, reflecting the stress of confronting standard 

developmental challenges (e .g. , entering college), or a chronic distress, 

due to long standing intrapsychic conflicts and/or to persistently stress 

ful life circumstances. Current evidence indicates that approximately 25% 

to SO% of cult members experienced at least fairly serious psychological 

problems before joining cults, \ovhile 50% to 75% were made vulnerable because 

of temporary distress related to standard developmental c.h.allenges. 

Tendency to Conceptualize Problems in a Religious Framework 

Although there is sane evidence that cult members as a group were 100re 

religious th.an -.nonmembers prior to cult involvement;
5 

the .validity and impor

tance of this finding to vulnerability are not yet completely clear. Since 

it appears that this determinant becomes less influential as cult proselyt

izing becomes more sophisticated, one could hypothesize that individual s 

with a religious problem -solvi ng perspective would constitute a larger pro

portion of cul ts exhibiting l™-pressure proselytizing . 

One could also hypothesize that the nature of an individual's religious 
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problem-solving persepctiv e may influence the type of re l igi ous groups to 

which he might be attracted. Believers in Christ, for example, may be more 

attracted to Christian - lik e cults than to cults with an Eastern fla vor, 

which '..Ould probably prov e more appealing to in di viduals who have st udied 

Eastern philo sophy and religion. In any event , it should be kept m mind 

that a religious pr obl em-solv ing bent is but one of many interacting deter 

minants of cult conversion. 

Low Tolerance of .Ambiguity 

Tolerance of ambiguity refers to an individual's capacity to function 

with a world view that allows for vagueness, inconsistency, and uncertaint y. 

1ne failure of many brilliant philosophers to construct abso l utel y consistent, 

c1e~r, and unchallengeable wrld vi-ews:demonstrates . an impor:tan1;:_ £act of life: 

no functional conceptual system or world view ca~ be absolute -- it lTl.lSt in -. : .......... 

. ::~;·,.;{·.---~--._,=,,_-~_ .........,-vo---=-1,_v_,e_ some ambiguity . 

. \ .· J . An individual who cannot tolerate such ambiguit y in his life may be 

compelled t o attach himself to a world view that denolllces competit ion and 

presents itse l f as the one true way. Tiris leap into absolutism comes about 

because the anxie ty of li ving with ambiguit y tends to blunt such a person's 

critical fa01lties: better to have blind spots and self-assurance than to 

have clear vision and self-doubt. 

Dependency 

Although influenced by the cultural ambiance, dependency is more di 

rectl y tied to a person ' s experiences with his family and peer groups. 

Overprotection or alternating outpourings and withdrawals of love , for ex 

a.rrple,.may l ead to a child's becoming dependent on his paren ts and, by ex

tens ion, on other figures of authority or nurtu ran ce . Lack of confidence 

re garding his social, athletic, or academic abilities may make a child ex-
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cessively dependent upon peer appr oval. In eith er case and 

whatever the origins, a dependent person will roore easily be influ enced 

than others by the selective social rein f orc ement and pt.m.ishment that char 

act erize coe r cive cul ts . 

Susceptibility to Tran ce St a t es 

The vulnerability factors mentioned thus far all seem fairly reas onable 

and even obvious ,from a conmonsens e perspectiv e . What is not s o obvi ous 

and easy to accept, however, is the notion that the induction of trance 

states is a critical factor in the cult conversion process . This notion 

is at the heart of the controversy surrounding a.ll.ts, for it impli es that 

to some extent free choice is abrogated during coTIVersion. 

The actual process of trance induction, which is a milieu factor, wi ll 

be discussed later. We would like to note here, hc:Mever, that sane peop l e 

are ioore susceptible to trance induction than others. It seems reasonabl e 

to suggest, then, that the former group of individuals, as suning all othe r 

factors were equal, would be more vulnerable to cult pro selytizing than the 

latter group. 

Cult Milieu Factors 

A low level of culttrral confidence may create a social climate in whi ch 

cul ts thrive. And personal vulnerability factors may induce certain indi -

viduals to experiment with or at least be unusually open-minded toward re

ligious cults. The nature of the cult milieu, however, can be crucial in 

detenni.ning a person's conversion. 

It appears that cults which utilize high-pressure proselytizin g te ch 

niques accunulate members regardless of, or even in spit e of, their pr o

spective converts' personal vulnerabilities and in c linations, while cult s 

which do not proselyt i ze or which use low-pressure t echniques depend for 
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growth primarily upon th e inclinations of the converts themsel ves . To use 

an analogy, the latter type of cult acts like a merchant who displays his 

wares and waits for a passerby t-o express an interest in his goods, whereas 

the fonner type of cult acts like a door-to-door salesman who will use any 

trick to sell his merchandise, regardless of whether his host wants it or 

not . With regard to this analogy, however, it should be noted that destruc

tive cults hold on to their members as long as possible, thereby sustaining 

and augmenting the deleterious effects of conversion, whereas the salesman 

leaves his customers alone after making the sale. 

In order to understand better the conversion proc ess, we will discuss 

milieu factors in tenns of three sequential phases: enticement, conversion, 

and acculturation . 

Enticement Phase 

During the initial contact(s) between a recrui t er (s ) and a potential 

convert the milieu variable that most influences the prospect's behavior 

is control of infonnation. The recruiter very skillfully regulates the 

flew of i.nfonnation between the prospect and himself because his only goal 

is to persuade the prospect to con:mi.t himself to attending an organized 

cult activity, e.g., dinner . 

In order to acccmplish this, the recruiter tries to make the quantity 

of information, both verbal and nonverbal (e .g., smiling, gesturing) di

rected at the prospect too large for him to analyze critic ally, yet suffi

ciently small for the prospect to assi.m:i.late. If the recruiter i s success 

ful he will get the prospect to absorb the entire enticement message with

out cri ti cal ly examining any of it. The prospect, then, is like a student 

too busy taking notes to evaluate the material pres ented by a rapidl y 

talking lecturer. 
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Naturally, the re cnriter's succes s is partly dependent upon hi s abi l i ty 

to initiate and susta in a conversation and to de t ermine quickly wheth er or 

not a prospect is likely to be receptive . 16 
As Edwards expla ins , initiating 

and sustaining the prospect ' s interest require s the establishment of a com-

100n bas e . This i s of ten achieved by inferring f acts about the pr ospect on 

the basis of his appearance and circumstances (e.g., the prospect is ca r 

rying a backpack and l ooking at roommate-wanted notices on a university 

bulletin board), asking questi ons that reveal the pr ospe ct's interests, 

concerns, needs , and values , and saying things that lead the prospect to 

believe tha t he and the recruiter have much in cooaron. In sumnaiy, the 

recruiter controls the flow of information so that he can f ind out as much 

about the prospect as quickly as possible and then present the would-be 

convert. .wi th selected bi ts of information to arouse interest in the recruiter 

and the group that he represents. 

It should be noted tha.t some former cult me!!Ders maintain that they 

were "hypnotized" during their first cont.act with a cult r ecruiter . Although 

it i s rather unlikely that the induction of trance sta t es is conmen during 

initial cult contacts, it is possible that individuals who are highl y hyp 

notizable may, particularly if they encounter a very skillful recruiter, 

actually enter trance or trance-like st.ates . This is a very interestin g 

possibility that warrants furth er investi gation. 

Conversion Phase 

The conver sion phase begins when the prospect attends the cult fun ct ion 

to which he was invited and ends when he makes a firm corranitment to join. 

Upon ent er i ng this phase, the prospect finds himsel f in an excited, enthusi

astic group, menbers of which make him th e object of a well-coo r dinated 

campaign of attention , flat tery, or pr omises of a bett er li f e. Sometires, 
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conversion takes only a few days, sometimes a few weeks, or even several 

months, depending upon the prospect 's vulnerabilities and the persuasive 

power of the cult. Regardless of how long conversion takes, however, the 

same milieu factors influence the prospect's behavior. 

Control of information. The control of infonnation begtm by the re 

cruiter continues unabated in the group setting. Singing, dancing, lecturing, 
.. 

and unending personalized attention by cult members overload the prospect's 

information-processing capacity. This neutralizes his critical thinking 

while giving the lectures, rituals, and even social activities a spurious 

sense of proftmdi ty and importance. 

Isolating the recruit from the outside world - as many cul ts - do -

and systematically assaulting the authority of traditional sources of knowl

edge - as virtually all cults do - are also important techniques of_-in

fonnation control. <l>viously, the less stimulation a recnri. t receives, or 

is willing to accept, from the non-cult world the weaker will be his ability 

to fornrulate alternai~ ,viewpoints or counter:.arguments to the ideas pro 

moted by the cult. 

Induction of dissociative states. Information overload has another 

:inportant function: the induction of dissociative, or trance-like , states. 

As Shor45 has noted, the essence of a trance state is the fading of what he 

calls the generalized reality orientation. The isolation and overstimulation 

of the conversion stage ·:cause a generalized withdrawal of the · mind I s atten

tion from its normal anchors to reality, bringing about a dissociative state 

in which the usual connections among roonta.l components are severed, or at 

least severely attenuated. Cult proselytizers exploit the recruit's suggesti

bility when in such states by manipulating his attention so that it focuses 

almost exclusivel y on cult ideas and practices. 
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Inducing dissociative states contributes to the prospect ' s conversion 

in other ways . First, it penni ts the prospect to absorb m.ic.h information 

in a short period of time. Second, dissociative states height en the po,..rer 

of other detenninants of conver s ion, e .g., threats of supem.atural -punish

ment. And third, dissociative s tates can lead the pr ospec t to exper i enc e 

tmusual, "altered" states of consciousness (e.g., mystic-like reveri es) . 

These powerful experiences call for explanations, which the cult willingly 

provides. 

Doctrine . Since the doctrines of ioost cults seem hollow if not non

sensical to the majority of adults, sane researchers have minimized the 

role of doctrine in bringing about conversion. We suggest, however, that 

the affec t ive or syrrbolic , rather than just the cognitive, meaning of a 

cult's doctrine does in fact influence the prospect's responses, .. espec iall y 

during the critical conversion phase. 

This is so because many cult doctrines revolve around themes tha t 

ha-ve rruch af f ective significance to recruits. Some of these thezre s may be 

c las s i fi ed as "carrots," which :impel the recruit to draw closex to t11e cul t . 

Other themes function as "sticks," which make him relu ctant to leave. 

The doctrinal carrots seem to be of three general types. First, the 

cult will critic iz e society in ways that arouse deeply felt concerns of 

disillusioned youth or margin.al adults who for some reason feel hurt, aban

doned, or rejected by the world. Parents, teachers, and social leaders ar e 

called hypocri tic.al. Mainline religi ons are attacked fo r being exclus ive , 

out-of -date, and out of touch with the truth . And the world is portr ayed 

as an unhappy place that requires the ministrations of a great religi ous 

leader and hi s followers in order t o set it aright. 

Thi s last example leads directly to the s econd affect-arous i ng t heme, 
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namely, the assertion that the members of the cult are a spiritually elec t 

group destined to m::,ve the world. Such an idea, especially when presented 

within the context of a high ly persuasive group atmosphere, is like ly to 

appeal to the di sillusione d, disconsolate, and just plain lonely and con 

fused, as well as to the reasonably healthy idealist. 

If the doctrine offered no more than "fashionable " social criticism 

and promises of spiritual superiority, its appeal would probably be short -

lived. Cult doctrines, however, seem always to present the carrot of a 

ready -made and apparently logical set of beliefs and attitudes that provide 

rules of conduct in day-to-day life. Although these rules of conduct, 

e.g., slapping oneself to keep sleep spirits aM<I'f, may sometimes seem absurd 

to those outside the cult, they are eminently sensible to those whose minds 

are under its influence. In fact, daily rules of conduct are essential to 

the maintenance of devotion because they provide varied and effective tech 

niques for overcoming doubts. 

Suppression -of doubt i s also the main ftmction of the doctrinal 

"sticks" used by cul ts. Eliciting guilt by saying th.at a recnri t 's depar 

ture from the cult will hann the spiritual status of a deceased loved one 

is such a stick. Threats of supernatural plmishment for those not among 

the elect is another doctrinal stick that is frequently used to keep recnri ts 

in line. And sorretimes, in fact, a doubting convert will be physically pre

vented from leaving because cult doctrine contends that such action saves 

him from Satan. 

Selective group reinforcement and punishment. No matter how cleverly 

appealing to the emotions 1 doct rine alone is not likely to be effecti ve in 

brin ging about and main taining the radical personality change that conver 

sion so often entails. It is necessary that the recruit's affinnation and 
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daily practice of doctrina l beliefs and rule s of conduct be rew-arded by 

praise and attention from the group . Simil arly, deviations from and doubts 

about doctrine and practice must be discoura ged by withdrawin g attent ion 

or by criticism . Although the processes of reward and punishment ar e 

rather simple in principle, the behaviors constituting them can be quite 

subtle and co~lex. 

Debilitation through diet and fatigue. The debilitation resulting 

from the long working hours, abbreviated sleep times, and inadequate diets 

that frequently characterize certain cults will tend to strengthen the i n

fluence of other determinants of conversion. Indeed, a large body of r e 

search, for example, d.enxmstrates that sleep deprivation tends to induc e 

dissoc.iati ve states that sanetimes resen:tle hallucinogenic experiences . 

Physical debilitation also weakens a person's critical capacity and renders 

him mre gullible and dependent upon others, thus strengthening his belief 

in cult doctrine and practices. 

Acculturation Phase 

During the conversion phase the convert's coumri.tment to the cult is 

still rather tentative, for his old Wc:'f of relating to the world, if per

mitted to manifest, is still strong enough to challenge the world yiew of 

the cult. Thus, during the conversion phase the cult does everything pos

sible to suppress the convert's pre-cult m::ide of relating to the world and 

to enhance his learning and practicing of the cult's way. Control of in

fonna tion, induction of dissociative states, intense indoctrinati on, selec

tive group reinforcement and punishlrent, and in some cases debilitati on 

through diet and fatigue, a ll contribute to this goal. 

Sinc e relatives and friends maintain that the radical and extensive 

changes brought about by cult conv ersion constitute fundamental alt er at ions 
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in personality, many workers in the field suggest that converts hav e an 

active cult and donnant pre-ml t personality. Obvi ous ly, if the conve rt' s 

cult personality did not become much more powerful than his pre -cult per 

sonali ty , it would never be internalized (i.e., able to function without 

external prompts ) and the convert would never be able to re-enter the 

mainstream society in order to proselytize and ftmd-raise successfully. 

When a convert I s cult personality is strong enough to enab 1 e him to do this 

without Ili.lch risk of bolting from the cult, he can be considered acculturated. 

The process by which acculturation is developed, sustaine d , and stre ngth 

ened involves a continuation and modification of certain aspects of the con

version phase as well as the introduction of new factors that contribute to 

major personality change . The following sections will briefly examine these 

factors. 

Debil itation through diet and fatigue . The mind-mmi:iing sleeplessness 

of the conversion phase observed in certain cults usuall y continues, and 

often increases, as the convert becomes acculturated: Since there is alwa ys 

more divinely prescribed work than new mentJers can handle, there is little 

time for rest or reflection. Even among the established members, "go-go- go" -

is the rule. In the Unification Oiurch, for e~le, the recruiters, re

peatedly striking each other to keep sleep spirits away, often hold long 

strategy meetings after the prospects they seek to convert have gone to 

sleep. 

Inductio n of trance states . furing the conversion phase trance induc 

tion is an incidental, though functionally important , occurrence. As accul 

turation proceeds, ho,,,rever, trance induction frequent ly bec01res a fonnalized 

and valu ed practice , brought on by chanting (e. g. , repeating ''Hare Kris hna" 

continuousl y) , meditation, or activities such as speaking in t ongues. Al -
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though, as in the conversion phase, trance states continue to strength en 

group attachments and to enhance the abso11)tion of infonnation, their pri

mary purpose in tl1e acculturation process apparently is to combat doubt, 

skepticism, and external criticisms. · Thus, during deprogramming it i s not 

at all unusual for the convert to use chanting and other trance inducers 

as a way of defending his cult personality against the probing and chal

lenges of the deprogramners. 

Continued strengthening of group attachments. The entire structure 

of the cult society is designed to strengthen group attachments. Such 

attachments are first formed through the combined catalytic influence of 

factors such as love-banbing, trance, isolation, and an ideology that es

teems tile cult wle denigrating the family and mainstream culture. The 

supercharged attachment that results leads to an intense dependency in which 

the isolated recruit receives practically no gratification uncormected to 

the group. Tiris dependency in turn fosters a tendency to suppress doubt, 

a tendency that is aided by doctrinal beliefs (e.g., "the mind must be de

st.royed to find God'.') and trance inducticm . Furthennore, the dependency 

is accentuated through various carrots (e.g., emotional succor) and sticks 

(e.g., threats of doom for ·those who leave). 

Thus, the cult social structure elicits an anxious dependency while 

offering a fonn of relief that involves the very factors (e.g. , love borrb

ing) that helped to bring about the anxious dependency from which relief 

was sought. Tiris circular process is crucial to successful acculturation. 

Practicing cult conceptual and behavioral modes . The new personalities 

that converts develop are lea rned, and as with all learning, "practic e makes 

perfect." Pray ing every day at the same time, reciting the same doctrine 

over and over, and repeatedly suppressing doubts, have a cumulat ive ef fe ct : 
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new habits are established; new thinking patterns become se cond nature; 

new values become finnly rooted; doubts fall away. When these changes 

occur the convert is fully ready to confront the outside world. 

It should be noted that not all experiences in the cult rrn.ist be 

repeat ed equally often in order to effect an enduring change. Repeated 

recitation of ftm.damental cult assunptions about the world (e .g., Reverend 

M:x)n is the Heavenly Father) will lead to strong beliefs in converts . And 

since people are basically logical, a host of corollaries of these basic 

assumptions (e .g., if the Heavenly Father says that opposition to the Vietnam 

war is bad, then such opposition is bad) will be easily learned and accepted 

by the converts. This is why cults put so nruch stress on certain general 

concepts (e.g., "no negativity"), the logical implications of which promote 

loyalty. 

Suppression and forgetting of old personality patterns. As we have 

mentioned, old beliefs, values, and thinking patterns are suppressed by a 

variety of means. HCMever, one should not lo se sight of the importance of 

mere forgetting. One who is i.IIJ:nersed in a foreign culture and language, 

for exaJ!l)le, will frequently forget sane basic words or customs from his 

CMn culture. Smoo of this forgetting is due to decay of memries; some is 

due to the interference of actions and thoughts in the new language and 

culture with memories from the old. Similar processes occur in individuals 

who stay in cul ts for extended periods of ~. 

Commitment actions. Many groups, fraternities for example, employ 

bizarre or embarr assing rituals that menbers must l.D1dergo in order to prove 

their loyalty. Cul ts also use such mechanisms , both as a test of loyalty 

and as a device to make it difficult for the merrber to return to the main

stream society. Begging in the street, shaving one's head, going on a 
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seven-day fast after one year of membership, and ren ouncin g one's parents 

are all examples of commitment acti ons that put distance between a convert 

and his old world. 

Facto rs Influencing Volun t ary Departure from a Cult 

The preceding section described the power cul ts have in eff ecting con 

version. In this secti on we will take a look at some of the "soft spots" 

in the conversion process . That th ere are weaknesses is indicated by the 

high vollmtary attrition rate in cults. In Eden 1s 14 st:udy, for exan:ple, 

35% left the Unification Omrch voltmtarily . Nevertheless, one should be 

careful not to overestimate these weak points, for many converts do not 

leave. Furthennore, i t appears that the longer a person remains in the 

:cu.1 t the less likely .he is to leave voluntarily . 

Incomplete suppression. Total suppression of tmdesired thoughts and 

tendencies is quite difficult . Frequently, a trace, however nebulous, 

of that which is suppressed lingers in consciousness and eli cits anxiety. 

Th.is anxiety may lead to psychiatric symptoms or to a chronic, fatiguing 

distress. Eventually, that which is suppressed may break through into con

sciousness or the person may become so debilitated that his :ftmctioning 

within the group is seriously impaired. The resulting skepticism or group 

pressure to improve his performance may IOOtivate the convert to leave the 

cult, however l.Dlhappy he may feel about his decision . 

Fatigue and boredom of tedious work. Selling flowers or solid ting 

at an airport 18 hours a day, week after week, can become a "drag," even 

to a devoted member. Furthermore, such work can often be so enervati ng 

that the convert feels inadequate to the task and leaves the cult, usually 

feeling like a failure . 

Habitua tio n. Many pleasures seem to los e their gli tt er over time, 
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even, per hap s, lov e-b ombing, sharing, witnessing, and so on . If this hap 

pens , the group l oses its appeal to the indi vidua l , who may then be tempted 

to leave. However, the disench anted conve rt ' s dependenc1 on the cul t -

i.e., his l ack of repl acements for the fonnerly wonderful ''highs" provided 

by love-b onoing and other cult activities - makes it very difficult for 

him to leave or causes him to be anxious and guilty should he gather the 

courage to walk cMay. 

Contacts with outside world. If destructi ve cults weren't so intent 

on making money, their attrition rates might be lower , f or the ir members 

would have less opportunity to bolt and less contact with doubt - eliciting 

stinuli. (The Jones t own tragedy is a good example of the power a cult can 

wield when isolation is complete.) But so long as members nmd- raise and 

proselytize, contact with the outside is tmavoidable. And since total ac 

culturation takes nruch time, most meJ1Ders will from time to ti.me be shaken 

by criticisms fro m outsiders , new-spaper articles that: they happen upon , and 

charged memories that are tmleashed by, for instance, an old song from a 

jukebox or a letter from home. Such experiences are like cannonballs plilil

meling the "armor" in which the cult has encased the be liever. I f the armor 

is weakened for some reason, or if the fusillade is heavy, the cult may lose 

its hold on the memer. 

Conclus ions 

The genera l decline in cultural confidence and the resulting social 

sanction of lifestyle experirrentation has produced i n .yotmg people an un-

usual openness to ''new" groups, an openness of whi ch cults take full advantage. 

A variety of interacting factors make some individuals especially vul -

nerable to cult conversion pressures. Some of the rrore prominent det:enni

nants of personal vulnerab ility are cultural dis i llusionmen t, personal dis -
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tress, a tendency to conceptualize problems in religious tenns, a la.-J tol

erance of ambiguity, dependency, and susceptibility to trance states . We 

contend that an investigation of such specific vulnerability factors will 

contribute more to an understanding of cult conversion than will the search 

for coJl1llX)n personality profiles among cult members. 

The potency of the cult milieu in the conversion process is the pri

mary reason that all types of personalities, rather than one or a few pro 

files, are observed in cults. The cult environment is able to effect rad 

ical changes in recruits because of very sophisticated information control, 

the inductio n of dissociative states, doctrines that have much affective 

meaning for recruits, selective social reinforcement and ptnrishrrent, and 

debilitation through diet and fat i gue . These personality changes are main

tained and strengthened in the acculturation phase, primarily through prac

tice , the forgetting of ol d behaviors , cOJTDllitment actions, and a cira.ilar 

process in which social reinforcement fran the cult relieves an anxious de

pendency that the socia l reinforcement itself helps to create. 

Although we maintain that certain cults e~loy uncorranonly powerful 

means of persuasion, we do not subscribe to the extreme view that converts 

are tho r oughly brainwashed autcmatons. The cult's hold an its converts has 

weak .-points - - incomplete suppression, fatigue and boredom, habituation, and 

unavoi dab l e contacts with the outside world -- which help explain why some 

converts vol tmtarily leave cults. 

Nevertheless, the cult ' s hold on converts is conside rable and, in some 

cases , may reserrble that portrayed by some of the severest cult critics. 

This raises serious legal questions. Is cult conversion a vollll'ltary, or 

at least infonned, action? And if it 1s not, do parents and the courts 

have the right to temporary conservatorships over non-minors? 
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Regardless of how such legal issues are resolved, converts will con

tinue to lea ve cul ts, voluntarily and by means of deprograrraning. And they 

and their families will continue to need clinical assistance . Tiris chapter 

has offered a theoretical framework that will help clinicians analyze the 

problems presented by ex-converts and their families. The following chap 

ter will provide some clinical guidelines based upon this theoretical 
I 

perspective . 
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C1iAPTER R)UR 

TREATMENT QJIDELINES 

Fonner cult members and thei r parents experience ruch emotional tur 

moil. Parents are frequ ently alanned, disconcerted, angry at the cults, 

htmgry for advice regarding how to get their child out of a cult, or 

worried about their cap acity t o p rovi de a constructive environment fo r a 
,· 

child recentl y returned f rom a cult. Ex-cult members usu.ally exhibit symp

toms such as depression, serious deficiencies in decisio n-makin g and inf or

mation processing in general, volatile emotions, anger toward the cult, and 

a tendency to slip into dissociative states in which they often "float" 

between their cult and reawakening pre-cult personality. Guilt is frequently 

burdensome, particularly among those who have behaved contrary to their pre

a.il t JOOral standards, e.g., Ori.ldren of God members who become prostitutes 

in order to win converts through "flirty fishing." Medical illnesses or 

seri ous dietary deficiencies are also canmon, especially in those who be

longed to cul ts that shl.ll111ed the rredical establishment and/or followed tm

healthy die tary regimens. 

According to clinicians who have worked closely with ex-cul tis ts, these 

patterns of syiq,tomatology, which seem to suggest the existence of deep 

rooted psychopathology, are, on the contrary, often a consequenc e of the 

patient's a.ilt experience and the shoclc of returning to the mainstream en

vironment. Thus, even though many ex-members have lengthy histories of 

psychological disturbance, clinicians should show extra care in diagnosing 

former cultists . Nearly half of the more than 300 cases of the senior 

author, for eX3l!l)le, were r el at i vely nonna l adolescents experiencing s tan d

ard developmental crises at the time of conversion . 

There are several reasons why i ndividua ls and fami l ies affect ed by 



destructive cults seek treatment from mental health professionals . First 

of all, the ex-cultist and/or family may need counseling or therapy (some

times including medication) in order to cope with the post-01lt problem.s 

mentioned above. Secondly, parents may seek advice about how to extricate 

their child from a cult. And thirdly, parents may wish to have a profes

sional involved in the deprogramming of their child. Although guidelines 

for responding to the first two treatment needs constitute the focus of 

this chapter, a word on deprogramning is in order. 

The practice of deprogranmri.ng appears essentially to involve a some

times forced reawakening of the convert's old personality and an evaluation 

of his cult experience. Basically, the process cons is ts of two steps. 

First, the convert is separated from the cult environment, whether by legal 

conservatorship, by his voluntary cooperation, or by parent-sponsored ab

ductions. The deprogrammers then spend several intense days discussing the 

cult's doctrines and practices, especially its coercivel y manipulative 

methods of bringing about and maintaining conversion to the cult's way. 

The goal of deprogramming is to put the convert back in touch with his pre 

cult beliefs, values, and goals, and to help him re - establish the capacity 

to think independently and critically. (Cults, on the other hand, strive 

to enhance dependency and obedience .) Generally speaking, successful de 

programnings involve par ticipation by fonner menbers of the cult, for their 

personal experience with its manipulative techniques gives their criticisms 

and advice a special credibility. 

Helping professionals should ·show great care before reconrnending any 

type of deprogranun:i.ng. Even responsible and skilled deprogranmers can fail 

and thereby further alienate the convert from his parents. ~breover, psycho 

logical damage may result, particularly if the deprogra.rrrner is not sensitive 
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to long-standing psychological problems which the convert may have. 

Deprogramming should be considered only when the parents are fully 

infonned about the procedure and are prepared to take full responsibility 

for all eventualities . Parents should become knowledgeable about the cult 

phenomenon and the psychological and legal risks of deprogrannning. They 

should be prepared to shoulder the high cost (of ten more than $10,000 ) of 

deprogramners, detectives, security, lodging, travel, and legal and mental 

health consultation. They should realize that many problems will remain 

after the convert leaves the cult. And they should be prepared to provide 

the level and types of support that he will require upon his return to the 

mainstream society. 

Deprogramming is controversial within professional circles because it 

is a nuch 100re directive procedure than is usually considered acceptable, 

save for the severely disturbed or retarded. Many ex-members, however, con

tend that cultists are so "brainwashed" that they are, to all intents and 

purposes, sufficiently disturbed psychologically (in the sense of thei r 

capacity to make infonned, voltmt.ary decisions) to warrant · treatment in 

the highly controlled environment of deprogranming. 

In addition to these ethical considerations, professionals should 

realize that they as well as parents and deprogramners are frequently the 

targets of lawsuits. Al though j ud.ges and juries have generally been sympa

thetic to the cultist's family and to clinicians, the legal and personal 

cos ts of winning can be cnishing. This is especially so in cases invol Ying 

menDers of wealthy cults that sometimes view lawsuits as a means of har

assing and llll)OYerishing opponents, even when the opponent's ultimate legal 

victory is likely. 

For these reasons, profess i onals should deliberate very care f ully be-
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fore participating in a deprogrannning. Even when treating ex -cultists -

whether they have left the cult voluntaril y or through deprogramming -

caution is in order, for ex-members have been kno.-m to return to thei r cults 

and sue those who have tried to deprogram or counsel them. 

Assessment of Cul tis ts 

As with any clinical problem, the treatment of cult converts begins 

with a thorough assessment . First, the clinician should evaluate the con 

vert' s current mental status and the nature of developmental tasks that 

confront him. Secondly, attention should be paid to the strengths and weak 

nesses of current and past family relationships. Thirdly, the clinician 

should study the convert' s history, paying particular atte nt io n to the 

possible existence of pre-cult psychopathology, the convert's behavior dur 

ing developmental crisis periods, and his circumstances and state of mind 

in the six mnths preceding conversion. Fourthly, the clinician should in 

quire into the nature of the convert' s cult environment. And lastly, a 

medical doctor should perform a thorough examinati on in order to rule out 

or begin treatment for dietary and other medical problems. 

To speed up the assessment process and ensure that it is conprehensi ve, 

various instruments may be utilized , although care should be taken 

not to overwhelm the ex-cultist . The California ~dical survey 49 is a use 

ful screening device that can alert clinicians and physicians to the exist 

ence of medical issues that should be examined. The M)oney Problem Check 

list3 9 can help the clinician understand how the ex-co nvert or parent per

ceives his problem world. The Symptom 01.ecklist-90 13 ai ds in evaluating 

the nature and severi ty of psychiatric symptoms such as depression, anxiety, 

and psychos is. And finally, quest ionnair es specificall y designed for 

30 29 
parents as well as ex-menbers may be used i n order to collect and organ-
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1ze information concerni ng the clien t's history and experience within the 

cult, e.g., methods of proselytizing , use of guilt and te rror, living cir

cumstanc es. 

Tr eatment of Fonner Cult Members 

The difficulties of forme r cult members reflect an impaired capacity 

to exhibit an adaptive autonomy in their daily functioning. This means 

that they are deficient in the capacity to make independent decisions, to 

test beliefs and perceptions in consensual reality, to tolerate the inevi

table ani>igui ties and uncertainties of life, and to respond constructively 

to the demands of social living. 

Ex-cultists exhibit a low level of adaptive autonomy because they are 

still very much tmder the influence of the cult's values, belief-attitude 

systems, and IOOde of conceptualizing experience. Since the cult demands 

obedience to superiors, regulates closely the activities of daily 1i ving, 

isolates the convert from the social demands of the mainstream culture, 

propotmds doctrines that admi. t no aJIDigui ty or uncertainty , and denies the 

authori~ of traditional methods of validating assertions , the returnee will 

find himself unprepared f or life in the non-cult world. In essence, he 

carries within him a cult persanali ty which both ccmpetes with and obs0.1res 

the pre-atlt personality that, to a large extent, was suppressed by the 

cult experience. Consequently, in his day - to-day life the former member 

will tend to vacillate, to "float" .between · the . cult and non -tal t ways of 

experiencing and responding t o the world. 

Because he vacillates between two modes of conceptualizing and respond

ing to the world, because his pre-cult life i s only partly awakened, and 

because the worl d pl aces demands upon him, the ex-cultist will have to cop e 

with (a) daily tasks, (b) r econne cting to old memories, (c) the nature and 
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implications of the cult experi ence, and (d) the developmental demands of 

our culture. Helping him deal with these i s sues in an in t egr ative way 

that enhances his achieving an adaptiv e autonomy is the ultimate goal of 

tre atment. 

Coping with daily tasks. The confusion and- in de cisi veness associat ed. 

with the experience of floating between two personalities greatly imped.es 

the returnee's capacity to manage the daily tasks of life, an ongoing 

source of stress that must be regularly addressed in therapy. For ex-members, 

life is a series of mini-crises (e.g. , what to say to an tmcle who visits ) , 

which, despite their apparent insignificance to others, generate substantial 

anxiety. During such "emergencies'' the clinician should be rather direc tiv e 

and should make liberal use of environmental resources (e.g., parents , 

siblings, friends, other professionals), although in the interests of pro

iooting decision-making skills he should encourage the former rember to do 

as JWCh for himself as his capabilities allow. 

In helping the returnee cope with dail y t as ks th e clinician sho ul d not 

lose sight of a ftmdamental problem of the ex-member: integrating his ex 

periences in two radically different cultures (mainstream and o.llt ) in such 

a way that he can behave adaptively in one culture (the mainstream) wi thou t 

dissociating himself from the experiences -- both good and bad -- of the 

other culture (the cult). Unlike same workers in this field, who try mer e l y 

to bring back the returnee's old personality and bury the cult one, we 

maintain that proper treatrent calls not only for an awakening of the old 

personality, but for an intelligent confrontati on with and analysi s of th e 

cult personality as well. 

Before discussing these issues it should be not ed th at estab l i shin g 

a therapeutic rapport with ex-merroers necessit a tes, contr ary to th e pra ctice s 
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of some schools of therapy, an active, directive, and sometimes even con

versational stance on the part of the clinician. Because his flow of con

sciousness is disturbed, the ex-member has great difficulty with certain 

mental operations, e.g. , S)11thesizing ideas, remembering past events ., ar

ticulating the logical implications of a train of thought, or even recalling 

what has just been said in a conversation. For this reason the returnee 

needs rm.ich. 100re from the clinician than reflection, paraphrasing, and in

terpretation. He also seeks and needs infonnation about the cult phenomenon, 

concrete advice concerning day- to-day as well as long tenn problems, and 

someone to demonstrate, or model, camion-sense analytical processes (i . e ., 

IOOdes of conceptualizing experience) that he nrust rediscover and further 

develop in order to cope with his many problems. Of course, since building 

and strengthening a rapport is not an independent phase of therapy, the 

clinician Ill.lSt remain alert to the need for this while dealing with develop

mental tasks, confronting the cult experience, and reconnecting to the past. 

Reconnecting. The most efficient wc:y to facilitate reconnecting is 

to talk about the ex-member's past. The clinician should especiall y ask 

specific questions about events involving family, intimates, school, work , 

and friends. Such conversations: a) awaken old me100ries; b) bring to the 

fore, while providing useful infonnation about, developrrental tasks tha t 

were ''placed on hold" during the person's time in the cult; and c) aler t 

the clinician to possible long-standing psychological difficulties that re-

quire attention. 

in this regard.) 

(The questionnaire mentioned earlier can also be useful 

Because parents generally have special knowledge about 

the returnee, family interviews (with and without the ex-rnemer) can also 

contribute to the reconnecting process. While helping the ex-member re

connect to his past, however, the clinician must take care that neither he 
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nor the family overwhelm the returnee. Old memories often gene ra te anxiety 

which, if not managed properly, can induce the returnee to s eek re lief by 

going back to the cult ways or even to th e cult its elf. 

Confronting cult experiences. Although our clinical expe ri ence clearl y 

suggests that the tasks of reconnecting to the past and dealing with day - to 

day crises should be addressed very earl y in the rapy, we cannot offer clear 

mt guidelines as to when to elicit and confront the returnee I s cult ex

periences. There is simply too much diversity in the backgrot.m ds and coping 

.skills of fernier cult menbers. Naturall y, some discussion of the client's 

cult experiences will occur during the first clinical contact , but the ex

tent to which the cult experience can be explored and anal yzed will vary 

grea-tly anx:mg clients. We suggest that the clinician proceed as though he 

were dealing with a case of trauna, which in many ways is what the cult ex

perience has been for the convert. A trauna nrust be faced, but in managed 

stages. Similarly, memories of the cult nrust be explored and their impli 

cati ons analyzed, but at a pace and intensity that the ex-manber can handle. 

Although the timing and intensity with which cult experiences are con

fronted in a particular case is a matter for the clinician to decide, we do 

feel confident in making several recomnendations regarding top i cs to be ex

plored. First of all, it is important that the ex-member learn about the 

process of cult conversion in general and anal yze, with the clinician I s 

guidance, the specific factors that brought about his own conversion. Doing 

this will; (a) help the returnee better t.mderstand his current difficulties, 

e.g., inability to make decisions;(b) decrease his guil t and tendency t o 

blame himself fo r his conversion (because he will become aware of the po 

tency of the cult milieu in the conversion proc ess ); (c) serve as an exercise 

in ccrrunonsense analysis of events; and (d) help the ex-member i dentify pre -
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cult psychological disturbances that may have irtfluenced his conversi on 

and/or may be contributing to current distress. 

A fonner merroer can examine his conversion in vari ous ways. Naturall y, 

individual counseling is one method. But the clinician can als o gi ve the 

ex-member reading material, ask him to write about. his experiences , and 

arrange for him to rreet with other former cult manbers in pro f essionall y 

48 led groups. 

The rettrmee's experience of love, friendship, and a sense of purpose 

while in the cult are also issues that should be explored. The clinician 

should help the ex-mawer analyze these feelings objectively, for they were 

frequently wch less solid than they seemed when first experienced. Like 

a lover who has been deceived, the ex-member becCJiles acutely disillusioned 

as he recognizes the extent to which these prized feelings were regulated, 

manipulated, and exploited by the cult. A positive aspect of this disillu

sionment, however, is that it helps to diminish the apostate's guilt regardin g 

the abandomnent of cult friends and helps him realize that even the importan t 

sentiments of l ove, friendship, and a sense of purpose involve much a.imigui ty 

and uncertainty. Upon achieving such a perspective, the fonner :menber will 

be bet ter able to experience these valued feelings in the relative freedom 

of the mainstream culture. 

Such -.an objective analysis elicits strong emotional reactions. Disil 

lusioned that he is not really among the spiritual elect, the ex-member f ee ls 

both anger and grief. Indignation about being duped results in crushe d se lf

esteem and sometimes a maddeningly persistent frustration over his inabi l i ty 

to destroy the evil that the cult naw represents to him. And an intense con

cern for the well-being of his friends still in the cult ar ouses strong de 

sires to fight the organization and rescue them from it. 
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The clinician should help the ex-manber iden tify and respond constn1c

tively to the various aspects of this intense, volati le mixture of emotions. 

For example, the returnee can be helped to see that in his disi llusionment 

lie many lessons regarding how to evaluate events and belief systems, that 

his indignation reveals the tmderlying rociral fiber that will give him the 

courage to create a coherent world view for himself, and that his concern 

for cult merroers demonstrates that his capacity to experience genuine fel 

lowship is very JWch ali ve. 

Mm.aging developmental demands. In confronting the cult experience, 

the returnee painfully realizes that he was fooled. Tiris realiza tion renders 

him unsure of his capacity to manage the developmental demands that society 

places on individuals: getting a job, deciding on or preparing for a career, 

getting an education, having intimate relationships, interacting effectively 

with people in general, and developing a socially adaptive world view. 

Besides being fonnidable challenges in their own rig ht, these develop 

mental tasks, because 9f their constant, implic it "p rese nce," may spawn a 

variety of day -t o- day crises ( e.g . , when Uncle Harry asks whether the re 

turnee plans to go bade to college) . Exploring such crises can reveal much 

about the ex-m€:IIDer' s evaluation of his ability to cope with the various 

developmental tasks and can be a first step in assisting him to respond 

effectively to them. 

The clinician, however, should do much nnre than explore . He should 

help the returnee identify the specific developmenta l challenges that con

front him, accept their tmavoidable pressures, assess his ski ll level s rela 

ti ve to each, and establish a strategy for resp onding to them in an adaptive 

manner, e.g., seeking infonna.tion, setting priorities, improving skills, 

examining alternatives . 
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Standard therapeutic procedures may be used in order to work with the client 

in these areas, expecially after the issues of r econnec tin g to the pas t and 

confronting the cult experience have been substantially resolved. When, 

however, these is sues are still acti ve (as evidenced, for instance, by a 

high frequency of floating ) , it is important that the clinician subordinate 

developmental goals to the IOOre pressing objective of decreasing the degTee 

of fragmentation within the returnee's mind. 

Treatment of Current Cult Members 

The near-total lack of adaptive autonarry in current cult ment>ers makes 

their treatJnent even mre difficult than that of former converts. And since 

the current ~er' s willin~ess to talk to a professional is usually highly 

condi tional, if not a mere concession to parental pleas, the clinician, who 

should be kn<M1edgeable about the meni>er 's cult mi.lieu, must be very careful 

in his interactions. 

Because the clinical relationship in such cases is so delica te, rapport 

building is especially important. The clinician should scrupulously avoid 

theological debates and other actions that are likely t o result in an emo

tional confrontation. Respectful listening and very gentle probing are about 

all he can do at first . 

As trust and respect build, the clinician may gradually become IOOre 

directive and 100re open about his opinions, but in a way that does not obvi

ously assault the convert' s beliefs . Rath er, the clinician should try to 

get the convert to listen to another view of events , another - - the common

sense - - way of thinking. By modeling, so to spe ak, a roore critical way of 

thinking, the cl i nician helps to awaken the convert' s own dormant crit ical 

capacities, which, once operating, lead him to question the cul t's beliefs 

and practices. The clinician t r eatin g a 'i-bonie," for example , may in passin g 
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talk about how working late the other night made him so tired that he almost 

fell asleep while visiting friends. To the ''Moonie" who has become accus

tomed to think (and to hear) that fatigue is caused by sleep spirits, rather 

than overwork, such a statement may serve as a jolting reminder that there 

are ways in which to conceptualize experience other than that propoLmded by 

Reverend M:>on. 

In addition to teaching the comnonsense way of thinking, the clinician 

can stimulate the convert' s critical faculties by asking for specifics from 

his past, ~uiring into · his opinions about current events, gently exploring 

his doubts regarding the cult, using ''what - if'' questions to induce abstract 

thinking and unrehearsed answers, and especially by exploring his precon 

version circumstances and state of mind . 

The clinician may also meet with the cult merrber and his family in or

der to demonstrate how greatly people (even merrbers of the sa100 family ) can 

differ in their interpretations of the same or similar events. In recogniz

ing the existence of conflicting interpretations of an event, the convert 

will begi~ to compare interpretations and apply criteria of validity in 

order to assess their relative merits. By subtly injecting connnonsense 

criteria of validity into the conversation, the clinician can gradually re

activate the convert's critical capacities. 

A convert, for example, may interpret the Russian invasion of Afghanistan 

as a sign of the coming apocalypse. Since everybody in his cult shares the 

same interpretation, the convert will have had little opportunity to consider 

alternate vie.-1points . In a family interview, however, the convert may 

find that his father senses no dange r at all, while his mother feels that 

finn and prudent action by the United States can contain the danger. The 

clinician, whose goal is to promote critical thinking, may encourage the 
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convert to consider the pr os and cons of each point of view and to speculate 

on how various hypotheses may be discounted or cond.i tionally accepted . By 

doing this, the clinician helps to reawaken the cultist's dormant critical 

capacities. 

Once the cult ireni>er begins to reconnect to past mental experiences 

and to think critically, doubts about the cult will arise spontaneously . 

The powerful aootion oft.en accompanying such doubts, however, will inevitably 

threaten the therapeutic rapport and the convert' s willingness to talk to 

the clini clan and to his parents . The clini clan's ability to be supportive, 

to disOJSs the positive aspects of cult life, and to show a good sense of 

timing may be CJ?-tical in detenn:i.ning whether or not the convert will keep 

lines of conm.mication open with the non-cult world during these times of 

doubt or respond to his stress in ways sanctioned by ·the cult, . e; g ;-, -chanting; 

meditation, seeking cult fellowship. 

So long as the convert keeps in touch with the non-cult world and with 

his past, there is hope that he may be persuaded to leave the cult, at least 

temporarily, or to reconsider his relationship to it. As the convert begins 

to verbalize his doubts, the clinician may judiciously begin to challenge 

cult doctrines, proselytizing methods, 100I1ey-making activities, and day-to

day lifestyle . . If -all goes.well, ;the ·mepib~r!s .doub.ts --wi.11 at ·lea~ft increase 

to a point where he will want a respite £ran cult life in order to reconsider 

his conmitment. Unpressured support from the clinician and the family can 

be invaluable dtrring such a respite, which is often a period of lonely 

soul-searching. Although the convert may not irrmediately choose to renoun ce 

the cult, his doubt will certainly be continuously rekindled so long as he 

maintains close contact with the cl inician and his parents. Naturally , i f 

the convert does choose to renounce the cult, then clinical goals change 
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somewhat , with much more emphasis being pla ced on educating him to the mind

contr ol techniques of the cul ts , integrating pre-cult and in -cul t experi ences , 

coping with daily s tres s, and managing developmental tasks . 

Obviousl y, none of these therapeuti c goals can be achieved unless lines 

of comm.mi cation wi th the convert are maintained. Tiris , then, must be the 

fi rst priori ty of all who try to help the convert. Unfortunately, the un

cooperativeness of cult leaders and the convert's anxiety re ga rdin g an open 

discussion of his feelings and thoughts greatly limit th e infltxmce of out

siders . For this reason, parents and clinicians must proceed ciramispectly 

and prepare themselves psychologically fo r a sudden cl osin g off of communi

cation, something that happens all too often. 

Should cormn..mication be severed (when for instance, t1e cult sends the 

nember to an out -of-the way plac e) some alternatives, however unappealing, 

are still open to the parents. Rescuing and deprogramming the convert, for 

example, remains an option , al though the risks - - both with regard to lega li ty 

and the probability of success -- are great. Lega l proceedings, such as 

those leading to conservatorships, may also be a practicable course of acti on, 

al though this strategy als o involves much risk and expense . Clearly, the 

preferred means is to persuade the convert to leave the cult voluntarily. 

Although this course is often difficult, it appears that a fairly large pro

portion (one-third being the best current estimate for one of the more co 

ercively manipulative cults) of cult members do in fa ct le ave cults volun

tarily. Distraught parents may receive some consolation from this tentati ve 

finding. 

Tr ea onent of Par ents 

Parents of cult menners need to come to tenns with a variety of emoti ons, 

which they have usua l ly stifled for fear of alienating or harming their c.hi ld . 
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The parents need to reflect upon their cult-related experiences, articulate 

more accurate l y their thoughts and emotions about these experiences, assess 

the validity of their insights into the cult phenomenon, deal constructively 

with the caretaker urge, promote the child's psychological development, and 

cope effectively with any of their own personal and marital problems , whether 

of recent or remote origin. Clinicians can take a variety of steps to help 

parents meet these needs. 

Creating an atm::lsphere of safety .... Most :i.nportant, :·of~ourse, the · ·

clinician should create a supportive, though not merely reassuring, atmos -

phere in which parents feel safe expressing emotions and perceptions or be

l~efs that sean very strange to the world arolllld them. A first step in 

creating such a climate is to reassure the parents that the striking and 

sometimes very sudden changes observed in their child are most likely attrib

utable to the cult environment, that their fears concerning the child's psy 

chological well-being are well-founded, and that many other parents of con

verts have had experiences similar to their own. Professionally led discus 

sion groups made up of parents of cult members and/ or ex-members can be very 

useful in driving home this latter point and in enhancing a constructive 

expression of attitudes toward the cult phenomenon. 

Examining feelings z perceptions z and beliefs. After parents begin to 

feel safe expressing themselves, the clinician should devote more attention 

to helping them examine and more accurately articulate their feelings, per

ceptions, and beliefs . This task, a prerequisite to constructive family corn

IlllJlicaticn, is crucial to the healthy resolution of the convert's and parents' 

difficulties. Paraphrasing the parents' responses, asking direct questions, 

providing i nfonnat io n that bears upon par tic ular cult -related experiences , 

having the parents paraphrase each other in order to ens ur e that they are 
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COIIIIIl.lIUcating accura t el y , and asking questi ons or ma.king sta t ements th.at 

stimulate th.em t o think about and describe the impl i c ations of many of 

th eir experiences may all contribute to a clear and full a rt i culat ion 0£ 

th eir perspectives. 

Verifying perceptions and beliefs. In addi t i on to helping par ent s 

·better express · the i r points of view, the clinician shou l d te ach th.em how 
.-

to test the validity of their .perspectiv.es on various matters . Learnin g how 

to subject beliefs and perceptions about their child , their own behavi or , 

.the cult, and so forth, ·:to empirical analysis, and how to -evaluate · th ei r--:

diverse feelings will help parents deal with, rather than deny, the anoi v 

alence and conflict that is unavoidable when a child enters or returns from 

a cult . 

Dealing with the caretaker urge. Identifying and criticall y evaluating 

ambivalent feelings is extremely important when the parents feel th e urg e 

t o take on a caretaker role t owards their child . Since th.i s urge directly 

contradicts their desire to give the clrild more auton omy, something that 

most p~ents deem essential to normal development , much famili al conflict 

may occur. Sane members of the family may be more inclined t o res is t chal 

lenging the child ' s autonomy; other meni>ers may feel compelle d t o protect 

the convert; and still others in the family may be paral yzed with indeci s ion . 

In such situations the clinician should help each famil y men:ber become aware 

,of ·,both his awn ·and his ':relatives' feelings and opini ons ... · -Toe ·fam:fly must 

examine all conflicting perspectives and arrive at an informe d decisi ont 

preferabl y one agreeable to all, regarding what t o do about t..~e proble ms 

pose d by the former convert's return or h™ to reco ver a chi l d who sti ll 

belongs to the cult. 

Promoting the r et urnee ' s psychological devel opment. When the clinician 



begins to help the family formulate such a strategy he is beginning the 

most difficult part of the col.D1Seling process, that of teaching them how 

to promote the convert' s psychological development. MJs t family meooers 

want, and sometimes demand, dependable advice. They want to know hc,.v to 

help the ex-member recover his old persona.Ii ty, deal with the challenges 

of everyday living, and reestablish or establish vocational and educational 

goals . Further, they want to learn how the family can deal with the psycho

pathological reactions often exhibited by fonner cult members. Unfortunately, 

h™ever, not enough is knam about the varied individual responses to cult 

conversion and deconversion to provide parents with reliable or exact 

"formulae" that address their concerns. Nevertheless, the clinician can 

infonn the parents about the cult phenanenon, examine with them the pros 

yand cons of a.ltern:at~ ~-courses . of actj,on, and help .,them: accept ._the ·uncer

tainties and ant>ivalence that inevitably accanpany the decisions they rrust 

make. 

Problems of family members . The complications involved in helping par 

ents promote a convert's psychological development are compounded when seri 

ous marl tal, family, or personal problems trowle family meni:>ers. In such 

cases the clinician should be very careful not to set inappropriate priori

ties . Usually the convert ' s psychological state is ruch more vulnerable 

than that of other family members and, consequently, should be the first 

priority: long-standing family, marital, and personal problems should be 

dealt with (at least initially) only in so far as they impinge on the con

vert 's difficulties . 

The clinician should resist "di versions," e.g. , the temptation to wor k 

on an "interesting " marital conflict, or the desire to escape the ambiguicy 

of the cult collllSeling process by focusing on a problem with which he fe el s 
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comfortable. Nevertheless, he should realize that personal, marital, or 

family conflicts may sometimes be so severe as to sabotage any therapeutic 

strategy aimed at assisting the convert. 

Thus, from time to time it may be necessary to place a convert's pr ob

lems "on the bac..1< burner, 11
•• however ris ky this may be, in order t o concentrate 

on serious problems within the family. Occasionally, in fact, a convert ' s 

potential or actual return may be so disrupti ve to the fami ly equilibrium 

that the clinician is faced with the prospect of breaking up the family 

while trying to save the convert from the cult . As with so many aspects of 

the cult phenomenon, no clear-a.it guidelines can tell one what to do in 

such situations. 

Indications .and Contraindications of . Drugs. 

In deciding whether or not to prescribe medication for fonner cult 

ireni:>ers, the physician should keep in mind that it is difficult to detennine 

the extent to which the ex-cultist's symptomatology is a ftmctian of the 

cult experience or a ftmction of a true psychiatric i llnes s . Therefore, the 

physician should a) be more cautions than usual in making the decision to 

prescribe, and -b ) follow-the patient's progress very cl ose ly when medications 

are gi ven. 

This latter point is especially important, for the clinical evidence 

suggests that ex-members respond to medications more rapidl y (and sometimes 

mre adversel y) than one would nonnally expect. This appears to be the case 

whether or not the symptomatology is psychotic or non -psycho ti c or whether 

or not a hist ory of psychiatric disorder exists. Conseque ntl y, when pre

scribing medications for ex-cultists, the physician should be prepared to 

decrease dosages or discontinue the medicati on sooner than customary prac

tice would suggest. 
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Although somewhat more deliberation than usual is called for in decid

ing t o prescri be, the physician, once he makes this decisi on , can use s tand

ard clinical criteria in detennining what to prescribe and at what dosage. 

In evaluatin g psychot i c sympt omatol ogy, however, the physician should be 

careful to dist:inguish between idiosyncr at ic delusions and bi zarre beliefs 

that the ex-menber has adopted as a result of his conversion. Similarly, in 

evaluating the degree of func tional irnpainnent, the physici an should r eal ize 

that the ex-cultist has experienced a culture shock that may make him appear 

to be psychiatrically ill, when i nstead he is experiencing a severe adjust

ment reaction. And just as destructive cult victims strive to adjust to , 
, post-cult life, those who wish to help them best lIIUSt adapt to these victims' 

special needs. 

@ 1981 

AMERICAN FAMILY FOUNDATION 

Center on Destructive Cultis m 
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